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Preface
This document takes readers through a series of topics in macronomics.
Before I purused my PhD studies, I was a graduate student at Simon Business School. One of the
important lectures I had would be Professor Gregory H Bauer’s macroeconomics course. As the director
and research adviser in Financial Markets Department at the Bank of Canada, Professor Gregory H Bauer
brought tremendous experience to classrooms that no other professor has attempted successfully.
The document walks through a series of topics including national income accounting , global imbalance,
foreign exchange markets, exchange rates, and etc. The last section was a few of my opening thoughts after
his lecture. This document serves as the main premise for my upcoming thesis, Art of Money Management.
It was my great honor to finish this notes and hopefully this document can serve the best for future
generations.
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1

Macroeconomics

This chapter will present to you how money is calculated at international level and how global economy
exhibits cycles. This chapter will discuss the essence of macroeconomics 2 , which includes National income
Accounting, Global Imbalances, Foreign Exchange, Interest and Exchange Rate, Price Level and Exchange
Rate in the Long Run, Flexible Exchange Rates, and Fixed Exchange Rates. The chapter will end with a
laboratory research test on Trade Dynamics by Afonso and Lagos (2015) as a practice.
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National Income Accounting and the Balance of Payments

The center of macroeconomic analysis is to study a country’s gross national product (GNP). Gross national
product (GNP) is the value of all final goods and services produced by the country’s factors of production and
sold on the market in a given time period. GNP, which is the basic measure of a country’s output, is calculated
by the sum of the market value of all expenditures on final output. There are four possible final output in this
calculation: consumption (the amount consumed by private domestic residents), investment (the amount put
aside by private firms to build new plant and equipment for future production), government purchases (the
amount used by the government), and the current account balance (the amount of net exports of goods and
services to foreigners). The term national income accounts, rather than national output accounts, is used to
describe this national income accounts can be thought of as classifying each transaction that contributes to
national income according to the type of expenditure that gives rise to it.
Figure 1: The figure is the U.S. GNP and its components. America’s $14.4 trillion 2009 gross national
product can be broken down into the four components shown. Source: U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Economic Analysis.

The equality between GNP and national income is really an identity under the two adjustments to the
definition of DNP below: (1) GNP does not take into account the economic loss due to the tendency of
2 I want to give special thanks to the work, “International Economics: Theory & Policy”, by Paul R. Krugman (a professor
at Princeton University) Maurice Obstfeld (a professor at University of California, Berkeley), and Marc J. Melitz (a professor
at Harvard University).
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machinery and structures to swear out as they are used. This loss, called depreciation, reduces the income of
capital owners. To calculate national income over a given period, we must therefore subtract from GNP the
depreciation of capital over the period. GNP less depreciation is called net national product (NNP). (2) A
country’s income may include gifts from residents of foreign countries, called unilateral transfers. That is to
say national income equals GNP less depreciation plus net unilateral transfers. The difference between DNP
and national income is by no means an insignificant amount, but macroeconomics has little to say about it,
and it is of little importance for macroeconomic analysis.
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Global Imbalances: Savings, Investment, and the Metzler Diagram

Most countries report gross domestic product (GDP) rather than GNP as primary measure of national
economic activity. The portion of GNP purchased by private households to fulfill current needs is called
consumption. The part of output used by private firms to produce future output is called investment. Any
goods and services purchased by federal, state, or local governments are classified as government purchases
in the national income accounts. For a closed economy, we have Y = C + I + G, in which Y stands for GNP,
C for consumption, I for investment, and G for government purchases. For an open economy, there may be
spending of their income on imports, that is, goods and services purchased from abroad, only the portion
of their spending that is not devoted to imports is part of domestic GNP. The value of imports, denoted by
IM , must be subtracted from total domestic spending, C + I + G, to find the portion of domestic spending
that generates domestic national income. Similarly, the goods and services sold to foreigners make up a
country’s exports, denoted by EX, the amount foreign residents? Purchases add to the national income of
the domestic economy. Then for an open economy, the national income identify is Y = C +I +G+EX −IM .
In reality, a country’s foreign trade is almost never balanced entirely. The difference between exports of
goods and services and imports of goods and services is known as the current account balance, denoted by
CA. Then we have the following definition, CA = EX − IM . When a country’s imports exceed its exports,
we say the country has a current account deficit. When a country’s exports exceed its imports, the country
has a current account surplus.
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Figure 2: The figure plots Current Account, net foreign wealth in billions of dollars. There is a huge divergence between Net Foreign Wealth and Current Account. This is data from U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Economic Analysis between 1976 and 2009.

In a closed economy, national saving always equals investment. This tells us that the closed economy as
a whole can increase its wealth only by accumulating new capital. We denote national saving to be S. By
definition, we have S = Y − C − G. Since we assume it is a closed economy, then Y = C + I + G may also be
written as I = Y − C − G. Thus, we have S = I. On the other side, in an open economy there is a difference
because of international trades. Then national saving, S, equals Y − C − G and that CA = EX − IM . We
can rewrite the GNP identify as S = I + CA.
Private saving is defined as the part of disposable income that is saved rather than consumed. Disposable
income is national income, Y , less the net taxes collected from households and firms by the government, T .
Private saving, denoted by SP , can therefore be expressed as SP = Y −T −C. Government saving is defined
similarly to private saving. The government’s “income” is its net tax revenue, T , while its “consumption”
is government purchases, G. If we let SG be government saving, then we have SG = T − G. Then we have
S = Y −C −G = (Y −T −C)+(T −G) = SP +SG. Then be definition, we also have S = SP +SG = I +CA,
which relates private saving to domestic investment, the current account surplus, and government saving. We
can interpret this equation by defining the government budget deficit as G − T , that is, as government saving
preceded by a minus sign. The government budget deficit measures the extent to which the government
is borrowing to finance its expenditures. Then the equation above states that a country’s private saving
can take three forms: investment in domestic capital (I), purchases of wealth from foreigners (CA), and
purchases of the domestic government’s newly issued debt (G − T ).
A country’s balance of payments accounts keep track of both its payments to and its receipts from
foreigners. Any transaction resulting in a receipt from foreigners is entered in a payment to foreigners is
entered as a debit. Three types of international transaction are recorded in the balance of payments: (1)
Transactions that arise from the export or import of goods or services and therefore enter directly into
current account. (2) Transactions that arise from the purchase or sale of financial assets. An asset is any one
of the forms in which wealth can be held, such as cash, equities, buildings, or Treasury bill. The financial
account of the balance of payments records all international purchases or sales of financial assets. (3) Certain
other activities resulting in transfers of wealth between countries are recorded in the capital account. These
international asset movements - which are generally very small for the United States - differ from those
recorded in the financial account.
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(1) Imagine you buy a fax machine from the Italian company Oliver and pay for your purchase with a
$1,000 check. Your payment to buy a good (the fax machine) from a foreign resident enters the U.S. current
account as a debit. But where is the offsetting balance of payments credit? Oliver’s U.S. salesperson must
do something with your check - let’s say he deposits it in Oliver’s account at Citibank in New York. In
this case, Oliver has purchased, and Citibank has sold, a U.S. asset - a bank deposit worth $1,000 - and the
transaction shows up as a $1,000 credit in the U.S. financial account.
Credit
Fax machine (CA, U.S. good import)
Sale of bank deposit by Citibank (FA, U.S. asset
sale)

Debit
$1,000

$1,000

(2) Suppose that during your travel in France, you pay $200 for a fine dinner at a restaurant. You place the
charge on your Visa credit card. Your payment, which is a tourist expenditure, will be counted as a service
import for the U.S., and therefore as a current account debit. Where is the offsetting credit? Your signature
on the Visa slip entitles the restaurant to receive $200 (actually, its local currency equivalent) from First
Card, the company that issued your Visa card. It is therefore an asset, a claim on a future payment from
First Card. Hence when you pay for your meal abroad with your credit card, you are selling an asset to
France and generating a $200 credit in the U.S. financial account
Credit
Meal purchase (CA, U.S. service import)
Sale of claim on Visa Card (FA, U.S. asset sale)

Debit
$200

$200

(3) Imagine your Uncle Sam from Los Angeles buys a newly issued share of stock in the U.K. oil British
Petroleum (BP). He places his order with his stockbroker, Go-Broke, Inc., paying $95 with a check drawn
on his Go-Broke money market account. BP, in turn, deposits the $95 Sam has paid into its own U.S.
bank account at Second Bank of Chicago. Uncle Sam’s acquisition of the stock creates a $95 debit in the
U.S. financial account (he has purchased an asset from a foreign resident, BP), while BP’s $95 deposit at
its Chicago bank is the offsetting financial account credit (BP has expanded its U.S. asset holdings). The
mirror-image effects on the U.S. balance of payments therefore both appear in the financial account.
Credit
Uncle Sam’s purchase of a share of BP (FA, U.S.
asset purchase)
BP’s deposit of Uncle Sam’s payment at Second
Bank of Chicago (FA, U.S. asset sale)

Debit
$95

$95

(4) Consider how the U.S. balance of payments accounts are affected when U.S. banks forgive (that is,
announce that they will simply forget about) $5,000 in debt owed to them by the government of the imaginary
country of Bolivia. In this case, the U.S. makes a $5,000 capital transfer to Bolivia, which appears as a $5,000
debit entry in the capital account. The associated credit is in the financial account, in the form of a $5,000
reduction in U.S. assets held abroad (a negative “acquisition” of foreign assets, and therefore a balance of
payments credit).
Credit
U.S. banks’ debt forgiveness (Capital account,
U.S. transfer payment)
Reduction in banks’ claims on Bolivia (FA, U.S.
asset sale)

Debit
$5,000

$5,000

As discussed above, the current account balance measures a country’s net exports of goods and services.
As the table shown below (Figure 40), we have U.S. exports (on the credit side) were $2,159 billion in 2009,
while U.S. imports (on the debit side) were $2,412.5 billion.
6

The balance of payments accounts divide exports and imports into three finer categories. The first is
goods trade, that is, exports or imports or merchandise. The second category, services, includes items such
as payments for legal assistance, tourists’ expenditures, and shipping fees. The final category, income, is
made up mostly of international interest and dividend payments and the earnings of domestically owned
firms operating abroad. If you own a share of a German firm’s stock and receive a dividend payment of
$5, that payment shows up in the accounts as a U.S. investment income receipt of $5. Wages that workers
earn abroad can also enter the income account. We include income on foreign investments in the current
account because that income really is compensation for the services provided by foreign investments. This
idea is behind the distinction between GNP and GDP. When a U.S. corporation builds a plant in Canada,
for instance, the productive services the plant generate are viewed as a service export from the United States
to Canada equal in value to the profits the plant yields for its American owners. To be consistent, we must
be sure to include these profits in American GNP and not in Canadian GNP. The definition of GNP refers to
goods and services generated by a country’s factors of production, but it does not specify that those factors
must work within the borders of the country that owns them.
We define unilateral transfers between countries as international gifts, that is, payments that do not
correspond to the purchase of any good, service, or asset. Net unilateral transfers are considered part of the
current account as well as a part of national income, and the identity Y = C + I + G + CA holds exactly if
Y is interpreted as GNP plus net transfers. In the table below, the U.S. balance of unilateral transfers was
-$124.9 billion.
From the table below, the capital account shows that in 2009, the U.S. paid out net capital asset transfers
of roughly $0.1 billion. These payments by the United States are a net balance of payments debit. After we
add them to the payments deficit implied by the current account, we find that the United States’ need to
cover its excess payments to foreigners is raised very slightly, from $378.4 billion to $378.5 billion. Because
an excess of national spending over income must be covered by net borrowing from foreigners, this negative
current plus capital account balance must be matched by an equal negative balance of financial flows,
representing the net liabilities the United States incurred to foreigners in 2009 in order to fund its deficit.
Financial Account While the current account is the difference between sales of goods and services to
foreigners and purchases of goods and services from them, the financial account measures the difference
between acquisitions of assets from foreigners and the buildup of liabilities to them.
According to table below, U.S.-owned assets abroad (other than derivatives) increased (on a net basis)
by $140.5 billion in 2009. The figure is “on a net basis” because some U.S. residents bought foreign assets
while others sold foreign assets they already owned, the difference between U.S. gross purchases and sales
of foreign assets being $140.5 billion. In the same year (on a net basis), the U.S. incurred new liabilities to
foreigners equal to $305.7 billion. Some U.S. residents undoubtedly repaid foreign debts, but new borrowing
from foreigners exceeded these repayments by $305.7 billion. The balance of U.S. sales and purchases of
financial derivatives was -$50.8 billion. According to data on trade and financial flows, the United States
found less financing abroad than it needed to fund its current plus capital account deficit. If every balance
of payments credit automatically generates an equal counterpart debit and vice versa, how is this difference
possible? The reason is that information about the offsetting debit and credit items associated with a given
transaction may be collected from different sources. For example, the import debit that a shipment of
DVD players from Japan generates may come from a U.S. customs inspector’s report and the corresponding
financial account credit from a report by the U.S. bank in which the check paying for the DVD players is
deposited. Because data from different sources may differ in coverage, accuracy, and timing, the balance of
payments accounts seldom balance in practice, as they must in theory.
An economy’s central bank is the institution responsible for managing the supply of money. In the
United States, the central bank is the Federal Reserve System. Official international reserves are foreign
assets held by central banks as a cushion against national economic misfortune. Central banks often buy
or sell international reserves in private asset markets to affect macroeconomic conditions in their economies.
Official transactions of this type are called official foreign exchange intervention. One reason why foreign
exchange intervention can alter macroeconomic conditions is that it is a way for the central bank to inject
money into the economy or withdraw it from circulation. We will have much more to say later about the
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causes and consequences of foreign exchange intervention.
Figure 3:

The Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) of the U.S. Department of Commerce, which oversees the vast
job of data collection behind the U.S. national income and balance of payments statistics, reports annual
estimates of the net “international investment position” of the United States - the country’s foreign assets
less its foreign liabilities. Because asset price and exchange rate changes alter the dollar values of foreign
assets and liabilities alike, the BEA must adjust the values of existing claims to reflect such capital gains
and losses in order to estimate U.S. net foreign wealth. These estimates show that at the end of 2009, the
United States had a negative net foreign wealth position far greater than that of any other country.
The debt is larger than the total foreign debt owed by all the Central and Eastern European countries,
which was about $1,100 billion in 2009. To put these figures in perspective, however, it is important to
realize that the U.S. net foreign debt amounted to just under 20 percent of its GDP, while the foreign
liability of Hungary, Poland, Romania, and the other Central and Eastern European debtors was nearly
70 percent of their collective GDP. Thus, the U.S. external debt represents a much lower domestic income
drain. Changes in exchange rates and securities prices have the potential to change the U.S. net foreign debt
sharply, however, because the gross foreign assets and liabilities of the United States have become so large
in recent years. The graph below illustrates this dramatic trend. In 1976, U.S. foreign assets stood at only
25 percent of U.S. GDP and liabilities at 16 percent (making the United States a net foreign creditor in the
amount of roughly 9 percent of its GDP). In 2009, however, the country’s foreign assets amounted to 129
percent of GDP and its liabilities to 148 percent. The tremendous growth in these stocks of wealth reflects
the rapid globalization of financial markets in the late 20th century.
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Figure 4: The figure below is the U.S. Gross Foreign Assets and Liabilities, 1976-2009. Since 1976, both the
foreign assets and the liabilities of the United States have increased sharply. But liabilities have risen more
quickly, leaving the United States with a substantial net foreign debt.

The exorbitant privilege, shown in Figure 42, refers to the alleged benefit the United States has due
to its own currency being the international reserve currency. A reserve currency (or anchor currency) is
a currency that is held in significant quantities by governments and institutions as part of their foreign
exchange reserves. It is commonly used in international transactions and often considered a hard currency of
safe-haven currency. That is, people who live in a country that issues a reserve currency can purchase imports
and borrow across borders more cheaply than people in other nations because they do not need to exchange
their currency to do so. U.S. dollars, by the end of 20th century, was considered the world’s most dominant
reserve currency, and the world’s need for dollars has allowed the U.S. government as well as Americans to
borrow at lower costs, granting them an advantage in excess of $100 billion per year. However, the U.S.
dollar’s status as a reserve currency, by increasing in value, hurts U.S. exporters. In academia, the exorbitant
privilege literature analyzes two empirical puzzles, the position and the income puzzle. The position puzzle
consists of the difference between the (negative) U.S. net international investment position (NIIP) and the
accumulated U.S. current account deficits, the former being much smaller than the latter. The income puzzle
consists of the fact that despite a deeply negative NIIP, the U.S. income balance is positive, i.e. despite
having much more liabilities than assets; earned income is higher than interest expenses.
Figure 5:
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In a closed economy, current account is zero and interest rates sets savings equal to investment. In this
case, a relatively small open economy will not affect world international financial markets. Given the world
interest rate as given, if the world interest were higher than autarky rate, then the country would have a
current account surplus. If the world interest rate were lower than autarky rate, the country would have a
current account deficit.
The Metzler Diagram, as shown below, is the graph of Savings and Investment Schedules in a closed
economy. Current account is zero and interest rate sets savings equal to investment. Note that the change
of interest rate changes savings and investment along the curve. The change of tax or government spending
will cause a shift of the savings curve. A shift of the investment curve is a change along the savings curve.
Figure 6: The Metzler Diagram is the graph of Savings and Investment Schedules in a closed economy.

Current account surplus occurs when the Savings exceed Investment. That is, we are in the scenarios
where interest rate is above the equilibrium interest rate. As the graph shown below, this is the situation of
the blue line. In this case, we have Savings at this interest rate to be larger than Investment at this interest
rate, a surplus in current account.
Figure 7: The figure is a Metzler diagram describing a situation where there is a current account surplus.

Current Account deficit is a set of opposite scenarios of Current Account surplus. It occurs when interest
rate drops below equilibrium interest rate. In this case, Savings at this interest rate would be a lot more
smaller than Investment at this interest rate, hence a deficit.
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Figure 8: The figure is a Metzler diagram describing a situation where there is a current account deficit.

Any economy may take real interest rate as given. However, the world is a closed economy, so world real
interest rate will be set by world saving and investment. There may be changes in saving and investment
in one country that can affect current account in another country through interest rate, if the country is
“big enough”. For example, deficit of savings in one country is large enough to shift world savings curve
such as the graph below. It is also possible that a country has new technologies. For example, in the late
1990’s, U.S. developed several new high-tech industries related to Internet that offered a promise of high
future productivity and income. That case, the investment is high and savings are low.
Figure 9:

1997 Asian Financial Crisis
Let us discuss a little about Asian Financial Crisis in 1997. According to Federal Reserve History Great
Events Summary on Asian Financial Crisis, on July 2, 1997, Thailand devalued its currency relative to the US
dollar. This development, which followed months of speculative pressures that had substantially depleted
Thailand’s official foreign exchange reserves, marked the beginning of a deep financial crisis across much
of East Asia. In subsequent months, Thailand’s currency, equity, and property markets weakened further
as its difficulties evolved into a twin balance-of-payments and banking crisis. Malaysia, the Philippines,
and Indonesia also allowed their currencies to weaken substantially in the face of market pressures, with
Indonesia gradually falling into a multifaceted financial and political crisis. Hong Kong faced several large
but unsuccessful speculative attacks on its currency peg to the dollar, the first of which triggered short-term
stock market sell-offs across the globe. Severe balance-of-payments pressures in South Korea brought the
country to the brink of default.
Across East Asia, capital inflows slowed or reversed direction, and growth slowed sharply. Banks came
under significant pressures, investment rates plunged, and some Asian countries entered deep recessions,
producing important spillovers to trading partners across the globe. These events came to be known as
11

the Asian Financial Crisis generally caught market participants and policymakers by surprise. While some
vulnerability was well recognized before the crisis erupted, especially in Thailand, these countries’ economies
were also viewed as having much strength. Indeed the most affected economies were among the world
most successful in the decade heading into the crisis. Business friendly policies and cautious fiscal and
monetary management had translated into high rates of savings and investment, supporting GDP growth
rates exceeding 5 percent and often approaching 10 percent.
However, as the crisis unfolded, it became clear that the strong growth record or these economies had
masked important vulnerability. In particular, years of rapid domestic credit growth and inadequate supervisory oversight had resulted in a significant build-up of financial leverage and doubtful loans. Overheating
domestic economies and real estate markets added to the risks and led to increased reliance on foreign savings, reflected in mounting current account deficits and a build-up in external debt. Heavy foreign borrowing,
often at short maturities, also exposed corporations and banks to significant exchange rate and funding risks
- risks that had been masked by longstanding currency pegs. When the pegs proved unsustainable, firms
saw sharp increases in the local currency value of their external debts, leading many into distress and even
insolvency.
The unfolding crisis in Thailand illustrated how problems in the banking sector could lead to a pullback
by foreign investors, setting off a spiral of depreciation, recession, and amplified banking sector weakness.
The result was contagion, with foreign creditors puling back from other countries in the region seen as
having similar vulnerabilities. Japan’s deteriorating economic and financial situation also played a role,
with Japanese banks - formerly an important source of credit - pulling back from lending activity in the
region. In the face of these pressures, foreign exchange intervention often proved counterproductive, with
some countries depleting the bulk of their official reserves and suffering even larger subsequent depreciation.
In response to the spreading crisis, the international community mobilized large loans totaling $118 billion
for Thailand, Indonesia, and South Korea, and took other actions to stabilize the most affected countries.
Financial support came from the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the Asian Development
Bank, and governments in the Asia-Pacific region, Europe, and the United States. The basic strategy was
to help the crisis countries rebuild official reserve cushions, and buy time for policy adjustments to restore
confidence and stabilize economies, while also minimizing lasting disruption to countries relations with their
external creditors.
To address the structural weaknesses exposed by the crisis, aid was contingent on substantial domestic
policy reforms. The mix of policies varied by country, but generally included measures to deleverage, clean up
and strengthen weak financial systems, and to improve the competitiveness and flexibility of their economics.
On the macro side, countries hiked interest rates to help stabilize currencies and tightened fiscal policy to
speed external adjustment and cover the cost of bank cleanups. However, over time, as markets began to
stabilize, the macro policy mix evolved to include some loosening of fiscal and interest rate policy to support
growth.
The Federal Reserve played an active role in informing and supporting the U.S. and global policy responses. Behind the scenes, the Federal Reserve provided timely analysis of the underlying adjustment
challenges and closely monitored the risks the crisis posed to U.S. banks, and the condition and funding
profiles of Asian bank offices in the U.S., coordinating policy with other bank supervisors in the U.S. and
internationally. The Fed also acted as an agent for the U.S. Treasury, including by helping arrange a bridge
loan for Thailand in the early stages of the crisis.
Most visibly, the Federal Reserve played a catalytic role in an official sector effort to encourage banks to
act in their collective self-interest in helping South Korea avoid a disorderly default. Following a meeting
on December 24, 1997, hosted by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, U.S. banks with the largest
exposures to South Korean banks voluntarily committed to roll over their short-term loans, and to work
with South Korean authorities to restructure them into medium-term loans. Similar meetings and other
forms of outreach took place in other G-10 countries. In the ensuring months, the Federal Reserve and
other central banks oversaw banks’ cooperation with their rollover commitments, pending completion of the
restructuring in April 1998.
The combination of strong policy measures by the affected countries and external support from the
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international community ultimately contained the crisis and set the stage for a subsequent strong recovery.
For the United States, the adverse direct trade impact resulting from the Asian crisis proved manageable, and
was partly offset by some other more positive spillovers, including reduced inflation pressures (from cheaper
Asian imports and weaker global commodity prices) and lower bond yields (from a flight to dollar assets). The
adverse fallout for some other countries was more substantial. In particular, a number of emerging market
economies in Latin America and Eastern Europe, including Brazil and Russia, faced significant balance-ofpayments pressures in 1998, reflecting spillovers from the Asia crisis as well as home grown vulnerabilities,
some of which were quite different from those at the heart of Asia’s crisis.
Figure 10:

During the crisis, many nations had trouble paying foreign currency (USD) debt. Following this failure,
there were large declines in GDP in corresponding countries. After this, governments want large savings
(foreign exchange reserves to protect currency). Individuals save more as if there is no safety net. Companies
save more and invest less. There was s large decline in the investment for the rest of the world after 19971998. On the other hand, there was a large increase in the savings for the rest of the world. As illustrated
by the changes in the graph below comparing to the graph above, there is a shift out of savings curve the
rest of the world and a shift in of investment curve for the rest of the world. This causes the world interest
rate to fall. U.S. savings falls and investment increases, according to this view did not need a change in U.S.
policy. Note that the world current accounts identity holds still. That is, the sum of the current account for
the United States and the rest of the world is zero.
Figure 11: The figure below presents a situation where there is a large decline investment for the rest of the
world (ROW). The savings curve for the ROW shifts out and the investment shifts in.
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According to Ben Bernanke in 2005, he said “I will argue that the past decades a combination of diverse
forces has created a significant increase in the global supply of savings - a global savings glut - which helps
to explain both the increases in the U.S. current account deficit and the relatively low level of long-term real
interest rates in the world today”. However, there is some criticism of Savings Glut Theory. The idea that
the rest of the world is responsible for problems in the U.S. is not always easily accepted. An alternative
theory blames the U.S. directly via its government budget deficits. The rest of the world does not save too
much, and the U.S. spends too much and does tax too little.
Figure 12: The figure below presents roughly a decade of time period that there is a significant increase in
the global supply of savings - a global savings glut.

Twin Deficit
Recall the identity CA = SP + SG − I. If U.S. government budget deficit rises, then U.S. current account
deficit will rise holding all other things constant. That is, we are blaming on either high Government spending
or low tax in U.S. since SG = T − G. The twin deficits theory states that an increase in the budge deficit will
shift national savings holding the response of private savings constant. During the administration of President
Ronald Reagan in the early 1980’s, the United States slashed taxes and raised some government expenditures,
which generated both a big government deficit and a sharply increased current account deficit. Those events
gave rise to the argument that the government and the current account deficits were “twin deficits,” both
generated primarily by the Reagan policies. If you rewrite identify in the form CA = SP − I − (G − T ) =
SP + SG − I, you can see how the outcome could have occurred. If the government deficit rises (G − T
goes up) and private saving and investment do not change much, the current account surplus must fall by
roughly the same amount as the increase in the fiscal deficit. In the united States between 1981 and 1985,
the government deficit increased by a bit more than 2 percent of GNP, while SP − I fell by about half a
percent of GNP, so the current account fell from an approximately balanced position to about -3 percent of
GNP.
The twin deficits theory can lead us seriously astray, however, when changes in government deficits lead
to bigger changes in private saving and investment behavior. A good example of these effects comes from
European countries’ efforts to cut their government budget deficits prior to the launch of their new common
currency, the euro, in January 1999. European Union (EU) had agreed that no member country with a large
government deficit would be allowed to adopt the new currency along with the initial wave of euro zone
members. As 1999 approached, therefore, EU governments made frantic efforts to cut government spending
and raise taxes.
Under the twin deficits theory, we would have expected the EU’s current account surplus to increase
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sharply as a result of the fiscal change. For the EU as a whole, government deficits fell by about 4.5 percent
of output, yet the current account surplus remained about the same. The table, as shown below, reveals
the main reason the current account did not change much: a sharp fall in the private saving rate, which
declined by about 4 percent of output, almost as much as the increase in government saving. Investment rose
slightly at the same time. In this case, the behavior of private of private savers is just about to neutralize
governments’ efforts to increase national saving.
Ricardian Equivalence
It is difficult to know why this offset occurred, but there are a number of possible explanations. One
is based on an economic theory known as the Ricardian equivalence of taxes and government deficits. The
theory is named after the same David Ricardo who discovered the theory of comparative advantage, although
he himself did not believe in Ricardian equivalence. Ricardian equivalence argues that when the government
cuts taxes and raises its deficit, consumers anticipate that they will face higher taxes later to pay off the
resulting government debt. In this anticipation, they raise their own (private) saving to offset the fall
in government saving. Conversely, governments that lower their deficits through higher taxes (thereby
increasing government saving) will induce the private sector to lower its own saving. Qualitatively, this is
the kind of behavior we saw in Europe in the late 1990s.
Figure 13:

4

Foreign Exchange Markets

The price of one currency in terms of another is called an exchange rate. Exchange rates play a central role
in international trade because they allow us to compare the prices of goods and services produced in different
countries. Changes in exchange rates are described as depreciations or appreciations. A depreciation of the
pound against the dollar is a fall in the dollar price of pounds. For example, a change in the exchange
rate from $1.5 per pound to $1.25 per pound. This shows that all else equal, a depreciation of a country’s
currency makes its goods cheaper for foreigners. A rise in the pound’s price in terms of dollars is an
appreciation of the pound against the dollar. All else equal, an appreciation of a country’s currency makes
its goods more expensive for foreigners. That is, descriptions of exchange rate changes as depreciations
or appreciations can be bewildering, because when one currency depreciates against another, the second
currency must simultaneously appreciate against the first. To avoid confusion in discussing exchange rates,
we must always keep track of which of the two currencies we are examining has depreciated or appreciated
against the other. If we remember that a depreciation of the dollar against the pound is at the same time an
appreciation of the pound against the dollar, we reach the following conclusion: When a country’s currency
depreciates, foreigners find that its exports are cheaper and domestic residents find that imports from abroad
are more expensive. An appreciation has opposite effects: Foreigners pay more for the country’s products
and domestic consumers pay less for foreign products.
The market in which international currency trades take place is called the foreign exchange market.
The major participants in the foreign exchange market are commercial banks, corporations that engage in
international trade, nonbank financial institutions such as asset-management firms and insurance companies,
and central banks. Individuals may also participate in the foreign exchange market but such cash transactions
are an insignificant fraction of total foreign exchange trading.
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Commercial banks are at the center of the foreign exchange market because almost every sizable international transaction involves the debiting and crediting of accounts at commercial banks in various financial
centers. Thus, the vast majority of foreign exchange transactions involve the exchange of bank deposits
denominated in different currencies.
Corporations with operations in several countries frequently make or receive payments in currencies other
than that of the country in which they are headquartered.
For nonbank financial institutions, over the years, deregulation of financial markets in the United States,
Japan, and other countries has encouraged nonbank financial institutions such as mutual funds to offer
their customers a broader range of services, many of them indistinguishable from those offered by banks.
Among these have been services involving foreign exchange transactions. Institutional investors such as
pension funds often trade foreign currencies. Hedge funds, which cater to very wealthy individuals and are
not bound by the government regulations that limit mutual funds’ trading strategies, trade actively in the
foreign exchange market.
Central banks sometimes intervene in foreign exchange markets. While the volume of central bank
transactions is typically not large, the impact of these transactions may be great. The reason for this impact
is that participants in the foreign exchange market watch central bank actions closely for clues about future
macroeconomic policies that may affect exchange rates. Government agencies other than central banks may
also trade in the foreign exchange market, but central banks are the most regular official participants.
Because of the pivotal role in so many foreign exchange deals, the U.S. dollar is sometimes called a vehicle
currency. A vehicle currency is one that is widely used to denominate international contracts made by parties
who do not reside in the country that issues the vehicle currency. The foreign exchange transactions we have
been discussing take place on the spot: Two parties agree to an exchange of bank deposits and execute the
deal immediately. Exchange rates governing such “on-the-spot” trading are called spot exchange rates, and
the deal is called a spot transaction. Foreign exchange deals sometimes specify a future transaction date one that may be 30 days, 90 days, 180 days, or even several years away. The exchange rates quoted in such
transactions are called forward exchange rates.
All else equal, individuals prefer to hold those assets offering the highest expected real rate of return. An
asset’s real return is usually unpredictable and may turn out to be quite different from what savers expected
when they purchased the asset. Savers dislike uncertainty and are reluctant to hold assets that make their
wealth highly variable. As asset with a high expected rate of return may thus appear undesirable to savers if
its realized rate of return fluctuates widely. Assets also differ according to the cost and speed at which savers
can dispose of them. Savers prefer to hold some liquid assets as a precaution against unexpected pressing
expenses that might force them to sell less liquid assets at a loss. They will therefore consider an asset’s
liquidity as well as its expected return and risk in deciding how much of it to hold.
The interest rates offered by a dollar and a euro deposit tell us how their dollar and euro values will
change over a year. The other piece of information we need in order to compare the rates of return offered
by dollar and euro deposits is the expected change in the dollar/euro exchange rate over the year. Suppose
that today’s exchange rate (quoted in American terms) is $1.10 per euro, but that you expect the rate to be
$1.165 after a year (perhaps because you expect unfavorable developments in the U.S. economy). Suppose
also that the dollar interest rate is 10 percent per year while the euro interest rate is 5 percent per year.
This means a deposit of $1 pays $1.10 after a year while a deposit of 1 euro pays 1.05 euros after a year. We
find the answers from the following steps. First, use today’s dollar/euro exchange rate to figure out dollar
price of a euro deposit of 1 euro. If the exchange rate today is $1.10 per euro, the dollar price of 1 euro will
be $1.10. Second, use the euro interest rate to find the amount of euros you will have a year from now if you
purchase 1-euro deposit today. You know that the interest rate on euro deposits is 5 percent per year. At the
end of a year, your 1-euro deposit will be worth 1.05 euro. Next, use the exchange rate you expect to prevail
a year from today to calculate the expected dollar value of the euro amount determined previous step. Since
you expect the dollar to depreciate against the euro expect the dollar value of your euro deposit after a year
to be $1.465 per euro multiplies 1.05 euros, that is, $1.223 per euro. Now that you know the dollar price
of 1-euro deposit today ($1.10) and can forecast its value in a year ($1.223), you can calculate the expected
dollar rate of return on a euro deposit (1.223 - 1.10)/1.10 = 0.11, or 11 percent per year. Lastly, since the
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dollar rate of return on dollar deposits (the dollar interest rate) is only 10 percent per year, you expect to
do better by holding your wealth in the form of euro deposits. Despite the fact that the dollar interest rate
exceeds the euro interest rate by 5 percent per year, the euro’s expected appreciation against dollar gives
euro holders a prospective capital gain that is large enough to make euro deposits the higher-yield asset.
Before we move on, we have the following notation:
Re =
E$/e =
e
E$/e
=

today’s interest rate on one-year euro deposits
today’s dollar/euro exchange rate (number of dollars per euro)
dollar/euro exchange rate (number of dollars per euro) expected to
prevail a year from today

Interest Parity
The foreign exchange market is in equilibrium when deposits of all currencies offer the same expected
rate of return. The condition that the expected returns on deposits of any two currencies are equal when
measured in the same currency is called the interest parity condition. It implies that potential holders of
foreign currency deposits view them all as equally desirable assets, provided their expected rates of return
are the same.
The graph below illustrates the relation between the current dollar/euro exchange rate and the expected
dollar return on euro deposits. Given expectation of price of euro to be 1.05 and return of euro (risk-free) to
be 0.05, an appreciation of the dollar against the euro raises the expected return on euro deposits, measured
in terms of dollars.
Figure 14: The figure illustrates the relation between the current dollar/euro exchange rate and the expected
dollar return on euro deposits.

The equilibrium dollar/euro rate is the one indicated by the intersection of the two schedules at point 1.
At this exchange rate, the returns on dollar and euro deposits are equal, so that the interest parity condition,
e
1
R$ = Re + (E$/e
− E$/e )/E$/e
, is satisfied.
As shown as the graph below, the exchange rate will tend to settle at point 1 in the graph below if it
is initially at a point such as 2 or 3. Suppose first that we are at point 2, with the exchange rate equal
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2
to E$/e
. The downward-sloping schedule measuring the expected dollar return on euro deposits tells us
2
that at the exchange rate E$/e
, the rate of return on euro deposits is less than the rate of return on dollar
deposits, R dollar. In this situation anyone holding euro deposits wishes to sell them for the more lucrative
dollar deposits: The foreign exchange market is out of equilibrium because participants such as banks and
multinational corporations are unwilling to hold euro deposits.
The unhappy owners of euro deposits attempt to sell them for dollar deposits, but because the return on
2
dollar deposits is higher than that on euro deposits at the exchange rate E$/e
, no holder of a dollar deposit
is willing to sell it for a euro deposit at that rate. As euro holders try to entice dollar holders to trade
1
by offering them a better price for dollars, the dollar/euro exchange rate falls toward E$/e
; that is, euros
1
become cheaper in terms of dollars. Once the exchange rate reaches E$/e , euro and dollar deposits offer
equal returns, and holders of euro deposits no longer have an incentive to try to sell them for dollars. The
2
1
foreign exchange market is therefore in equilibrium. In falling from E$/e
to E$/e
, the exchange rate equalizes
the expected returns on the two types of deposit by increasing the rate at which the dollar is expected to
depreciate in the future, thereby making euro deposits more attractive. The same process works in reverse
3
if we initially at point 3 with an exchange rate of E$/e
. At point 3, the return on euro deposits exceeds that
on dollar deposits, so there is now an excess supply of the latter. As unwilling holders of dollar deposits
bid for the more attractive euro deposits, the price of euros in terms of dollars tends to rise; that is, the
1
dollar tends to depreciate against the euro. When the exchange rate has moved to E$/e
, rates of return are
3
equalized across currencies and the market is in equilibrium. The depreciation of the dollar from E$/e
to
1
E$/e makes euro deposits less attractive relative to dollar deposits by reducing the rate at which the dollar
is expected to depreciate in the future.

Figure 15: The figure shows the equilibrium of exchange rate and rate of return in dollar terms.

Now let us take a look at how current exchange rates are affected by changes in interest rates and in
expectations about the future, the two factors we held constant in our previous discussions. We will see that
the exchange rate (which is relative price of two assets) responds to factors that alter the expected rates of
return on those two assets.
We often say that the dollar is strong because U.S. interest rates are high or that it is falling because
U.S. interest rates are falling. To interpret this, we look at the following graph. The graph shows a rise in
the interest rate on dollars, from R$1 to R$2 , as a rightward shift of the vertical dollar deposits. At the initial
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1
exchange rate E$/e
, the expected return on dollar deposits is now higher than that on euro deposits by an
amount equal to the distance between points 1 and 1’. As we have seen, this difference causes the dollar to
2
appreciate to E$/e
(point 2). Because there has been no change in the euro interest rate or in the expected
future exchange rate, the dollar’s appreciation today raises the expected dollar return on euro deposits by
increasing the rate at which the dollar is expected to depreciate in the future.

Figure 16: The figure shows a situation where there is a rise in the interest rate on dollars. This shift vertical
dollar deposits rightward.

The following shows the effect of a rise in the euro interest rate Re. This change causes the downwardsloping schedule (which measures the expected dollar return on euro deposits) to shift rightward. At the
1
initial exchange rate E$/e
, the expected depreciation rate of the dollar is the same as before the rise in Re ,
so the expected return on euro deposits now exceeds that on dollar deposits. The dollar/euro exchange rate
1
2
rises (from E$/e
to E$/e
) to eliminate the excess supply of dollar assets at point 1. As before, the dollar’s
depreciation against the euro eliminates the excess supply of dollar assets at point 1. As before, the dollar’s
depreciation against the euro eliminates the excess supply of dollar assets by lowering the expected dollar
rate of return of return on euro deposits. A rise in European interest rates therefore leads to a depreciation of
the dollar against the euro or, looked at from the European perspective, an appreciation of the euro against
the dollar. All else equal, an increase in the interest paid on deposits of a currency causes that currency
to appreciate against foreign currencies. Furthermore, holding all else equal, a rise in the expected future
exchange rate causes a rise in the current exchange. Similarly a fall in the expected future exchange rate
causes a fall in the current exchange rate.
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Figure 17: The figure shows a situation where there is a rise in euro interest rate. The expected euro return
increases and shifts the downward-sloping schedule rightward.

5

Money, Interest, and Exchange Rate

Previously, we discussed how the exchange rate between currencies depends on two factors, the interest that
can be earned on deposits of those currencies and the expected future exchange rate. To understand fully
the determination of exchange rates, we have to learn how interest rates are formed. That is, we examine
these topics by building an economic model that links exchange rates, interest rates, and other important
macroeconomic variables such as inflation rate and output.
The first step in building the model is to explain the effects of a country’s money supply and the demand
for its money on its interest rate and exchange. Monetary developments influence the exchange rate by
changing both interest rates and people’s expectations about future exchange rates.
The most important function of money is to serve as a medium of exchange, a generally accepted means
of payment. Money eliminates the enormous search costs connected with a barter system because money is
universally acceptable. Money’s second important role is as a unit of account, that is, as a widely recognized
measure of value. It is in this role that we encountered money: prices of goods, services, and assets are
typically expressed in terms of money. Exchange rates allow us to translate different countries’ money prices
into comparable terms. Money is also an asset, or a store of value, because money can be used to transfer
purchasing power from the present into the future. This attribute is essential for any medium of exchange
because no one would be willing to accept it in payment if its value in terms of goods and services evaporated
immediately. Money’s usefulness as a medium of exchange, however, automatically makes it the most liquid
of all assets. As you will recall from earlier, an asset is said to be liquid when it can be transformed into
goods and services rapidly and without high transaction costs, such as brokers’ fees.
When we speak of the money supply, we are referring to the monetary aggregate the Federal Reserve calls
M 1, the total amount of currency and checking deposits held by households and firms. In the United States
at the end of 2009, the total money supply amounted to $1.722 trillion, equal to roughly 12 percent of that
year’s GNP. A broader Federal Reserve measure of money supply, M 2, includes time deposits, but these are
less liquid than the assets included in M 1 because the funds in them typically cannot be withdrawn early
without penalty. An even broader measure, known as M 3, is also tracked by the Fed. A decision on where
to draw the line between money and near-money must be somewhat arbitrary and therefore controversial.
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Previously, we discussed that individuals base their demand for an asset on three characteristics: (1) the
expected return the asset offers compared with the returns offered by other assets, (2) the riskiness of the
asset’s expected return, and (3) the asset’s liquidity.
The discussion of how individual households and firms determine their demands for money can now be
applied to derive the determinants of aggregate money demand, the total demand for money by all households
and firms in the economy. Aggregate money demand is just the sum of all the economy’s individual money
demands. There are three main factors determine aggregate money demand: (1) the interest rate, (2) the
price level, and (3) real national income. A rise in the interest rate causes each individual in the economy
to reduce her demand for money. All else equal, aggregate money demand therefore falls when the interest
rate rises. The economy’s price level is the price of a broad reference basket of goods and services in terms
of currency. Generally the reference basket includes the standard, everyday consumption items such as food,
clothing, and housing, but also less routine purchases such as medical care and legal fees. If the price level
rises, individual households and firms must spend more money than before to purchase their usual weekly
baskets of goods and services. To maintain the same level of liquidity as before the price level increase, they
will therefore have to hold more money. When real national income (GNP) rises, more goods and services
are beginning to be sold in the economy. This increase in the real value of transactions raises the demand,
given the price level.
If P is the price level, R is the interest rate, and Y is real GNP, the aggregate demand for money, M D,
can be expressed as M D = P ∗ L(R, Y ), where the value of L(R, Y ) falls when R rises, and rises when Y
rises. Naturally, L(R, Y ) rises when R falls, and falls when Y falls. We usually write the aggregate money
demand relation in the equivalent form of M D/P = L(R, Y ), and we call L(R, Y ) aggregate real money
demand. This way of expressing money demand shows that the aggregate demand for liquidity, L(R, Y ), is
not a demand for a certain number of currency units but is instead a demand to hold a certain amount of
real purchasing power in liquid form. For example, if people wished to hold $1,000 in cash at a price level of
$100 per commodity basket, their real money holdings would be equivalent to $1,000 / ($100 per basket) =
10 baskets. If the price level doubled (to $200 per basket), the purchasing power of their $1,000 in cash would
be halved, that is, it would now be worth only 5 baskets. The graph below shows how aggregate real money
demand is affected by the interest rate for a fixed level of real income, Y . The aggregate real money demand
schedule L(R, Y ) slopes downward because a fall in the interest rate raises the desired real money holdings
of each household and firm in the economy. For a given level of real GNP, changes in the interest rate causes
movements along the L(R, Y ) schedule. Changes in real GNP, however, cause the schedule itself to shift.
The graph below is the Aggregate Real Money Demand and the Interest Rate. The downward-sloping real
money demand schedule shows that for a given real income level Y , real money demand rises as the interest
rate falls.
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Figure 18: The figure describes money demand and shows the aggregate demand for liquidity. If P is the
price level, R is the interest rate, and Y is real GNP, the aggregate demand for money, M D, can be expressed
as M D = P ∗ L(R, Y ), where the value of L(R, Y ) falls when R rises, and rises when Y rises. Naturally,
L(R, Y ) rises when R falls, and falls when Y falls. We usually write the aggregate money demand relation
in the equivalent form of M D/P = L(R, Y ), and we call L(R, Y ) aggregate real money demand.

Next we see how the interest rate is determined by money market equilibrium, given the price level and
output, both of which are temporarily assumed to be unaffected by monetary changes. If M S is the money
supply, the condition for equilibrium in the money market is M S = M D. After dividing both sides of this
equality by the price level, we can express the money market equilibrium condition in terms of aggregate real
money demand as M S/P = L(R, Y ). Given the price level, P , and the level of output, Y , the equilibrium
interest rate is the one at which aggregate real money demand equals the real money supply. In the graph
below, the aggregate real money demand schedule intersects the real money supply schedule at point 1 to
give an equilibrium interest rate of R1. The money supply schedule is vertical at M S/P because M S is set
by the central bank while P is taken as given. At point 2, the demand for real money holdings falls short of
the supply by Q1 − Q2, so there is an excess supply of money. If individuals are holding more money than
they desire given the interest rate of R2, they will attempt to reduce their liquidity by using some money to
purchase interest-bearing assets. In other words, individuals will attempt to get rid of their excess money
by lending it to others. Since there is an aggregate excess supply of money at R2 , however, not everyone can
succeed in doing this: There are more people who would like to lend money to reduce their liquidity than
there are people who would like to borrow money to increase theirs. Those who cannot unload their extra
money try to tempt potential borrowers by lowering the interest rate they charge for loans below R2 . The
downward pressure on the interest rate continues until the rate reaches R1 . At this interest rate, anyone
wishing to lend money can do so because the aggregate excess supply of money has disappeared; that is,
supply once again equals demand. Once the market reaches point 1, there is therefore no further tendency
for the interest rate to drop. Similarly, if the interest rate is initially at a level R3 below R1 , it will tend
to rise. There is excess demand for money equal to Q3 - Q1 at point 3 in the graph below. Individuals
therefore attempt to sell interest-bearing assets such as bonds to increase their money holdings (that is, they
sell bonds for cash). At point 3, however, not everyone can succeed in selling enough interest-bearing assets
such as bonds to satisfy his or her demand for money. Thus, people bid for money by offering to borrow at
progressively higher interest rates and push the interest rate upward toward R1 . Only when the market has
reached point 1 and the excess demand for money has been eliminated does the interest rate stop rising.
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Figure 19: The aggregate real money demand schedule intersects the real money supply schedule at point 1
to give an equilibrium interest rate of R1 . The money supply schedule is vertical at M S/P because M S is
set by the central bank while P is taken as given. Point 2 represents a high interest rate environment and
Point 3 represents a low interest rate environment.

The effect of increasing the money supply at a given price level is illustrated in the graph below. Initially
the money market is in equilibrium at point 1, with a money supply M 1 and an interest rate R1. Since we
are holding P constant, a rise in the money supply to M 2 increases the real money supply from M 1/P to
M 2/P . With a real money supply of M 2/P , point 2 is the new equilibrium and R2 is the new, lower interest
rate that induces people to hold the increased available real money supply. The process through which the
interest rate falls is by now familiar. After M S is increased by the central bank, there is initially an excess
real supply of money at the old equilibrium interest rate, R1, which previously balanced the market. Since
people are holding more money than they desire, they use their surplus funds to bid for assets that pay
interest. The economy as a whole cannot reduce its money holdings, so interest rates are driven down as
unwilling money holders compete to lend their excess cash balances. At point 2, the interest rate has fallen
sufficiently to induce an increase in real money demand equal to the increase in the real money supply. By
running the above policy experiment in reverse, we can see how a reduction of the money supply forces
interest rates upward. A fall in M S causes an excess demand for money at the interest rate that previously
balanced supply and demand. People attempt to sell interest-bearing assets - that is, to borrow - to rebuild
their depleted real money holdings. Since they cannot all be successful when there is excess money demand,
the interest rate is pushed upward until everyone is content to hold the smaller real money stock. The
conclusion is that an increase in the money supply lowers the interest rate, while a fall in the money supply
raises the interest rate, given the price level and output.
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Figure 20: The figure shows the effect of increasing money supply at a given level. Point 1 is the equilibrium
state. Point 2 is the after money supply is increased.

The graph below shows the effect on the interest rate of a rise in the level of output from Y 1 to Y 2 , given
the money supply and the price level. As discussed earlier, an increase in output causes the entire aggregate
real money demand schedule to shift to the right, moving the equilibrium away from point 1. At the old
equilibrium interest rate, R1 , there is an excess demand for money equal to Q2 − Q1 (point 1’). Since the
real money supply is given the interest rate is bid up until it reaches the higher, new equilibrium level R2
(point 2). A fall in output has opposite effects, causing the aggregate real money demand schedule to shift
to the left and therefore causing the equilibrium interest rate to fall. We conclude that an increase in real
output raises the interest rate, while a fall in real output lowers the interest rate, given the price level and
the money supply.
Figure 21: The figure shows the effect on the interest rate of a rise in the level of output from Y 1 to Y 2 ,
given the money supply and the price level.

An increase in a country’s money supply causes its currency to depreciate in the foreign exchange market,
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while a reduction in the money supply causes its currency to appreciate. We continue to take the price level
(along with real output) as given, and for that reason we label the analysis of this section short run. The
long-run analysis of an economic event allows for the complete adjustment of the price level (which may take
a long time) and for full employment of all factors of production. Then we examine the long-run effects of
money supply changes on the price level, the exchange rate, and other macroeconomic variables. Out longrun analysis will show how the money supply influences exchange rate expectations, which we also continue
to take as given for now. To analyze the relationship between money and the exchange rate in the short run
in the figure below, we combine two diagrams that we discussed separately. Assume that we are looking at
the dollar/euro exchange rate, that is, the price of euros in terms of dollars.
The first (and top) diagram shows equilibrium in the foreign exchange market and how it is determined
given interest rates and expectations about future exchange rates. The dollar interest rate, R1 $, which is
determined in the money market, defines the vertical axis. The downward-sloping expected euro return
schedule shows the expected return on euro deposits, measured in dollars. The schedule slopes downward
because of the effect of current exchange rate changes on expectations of future depreciation: A strengthening
of the dollar today (a fall in E$/e ) relative to its given expected future level makes euro deposits more
attractive by leading people to anticipate a sharper dollar depreciation in the future. At the intersection of
the two schedules (point 1’), the expected rates of return on dollar and euro deposits are equal, and therefore
1
interest parity holds. E$/e
is the equilibrium exchange rate.
The second diagram we need to examine the relationship between money and the exchange rate was
introduced as below. This figure shows how a country’s equilibrium interest rate is determined in its money
market. The dollar interest rates are measured from 0 on the horizontal axis and the U.S. real money
supply is measured from 0 on the vertical axis, rotated 90 degrees for comparison purpose. Money market
equilibrium is shown at point 1, where the dollar interest rate R$1 induces people to demand real balances
equal to the U.S. real money supply, M$S /P$ .
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Figure 22: The combined money supply and foreign exchange market diagram.

The graph above emphasizes the link between U.S. money market (bottom) and the foreign exchange
market (top) - the U.S. money market determines the dollar interest rate, which in turn affects the exchange
rate that maintains interest parity. The graph below illustrates these linkages. The U.S. and European
central banks, the Federal Reserve System and the European System of Central Banks (ESCB), respectively,
determine the U.S. and European money supplies, M$S and MeS . Given the price levels and national incomes
of the two countries, equilibrium in national money markets leads to the dollar and euro interest rates R$
and Re . These interest rates feed into the foreign exchange market, where, given expectations about the
future dollar/euro exchange rate, the current rate E$/e is determined by the interest parity condition.
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Figure 23: The money flow between United States and Europe, connected by foreign exchange market.

We can discuss asset market linkages (the links between the money and foreign exchange markets) to ask
how the dollar/euro exchange rate changes when the Federal Reserve changes the U.S. money supply M$S .
The effects of this change are summarized as the following.
At the initial money supply M$1 , the money market is in equilibrium at point 1 with an interest rate R$1 .
Given the euro interest rate and the expected future exchange rate, a dollar interest rate of R$1 implies that
1
foreign exchange market equilibrium occurs at point 1’, with an exchange rate equal to E$/e
.
What happens when the Federal Reserve, perhaps fearing the onset of a recession, raises the U.S. money
supply to M$2 ? This increase sets in motion the following sequence of events: (1) At the initial interest rate
R$1 , there is an excess supply of money in the U.S. money market, so the dollar interest rate falls to R$2 as
1
the money market reaches its new equilibrium position (point 2). (2) Given the initial exchange rate E$/e
2
and the new, lower interest rate on dollars, R$ , the expected return on euro deposits is greater than that on
dollar deposits. Holders of dollar deposits therefore try to sell them for euro deposits, which are momentarily
2
more attractive. (3) The dollar depreciates to E$/e
as holders of dollar deposits bid for euro deposits. The
2
foreign exchange market is once again in equilibrium at point 2’ because the exchange rate’s move to E$/e
causes a fall in the dollar’s expected future depreciation rate sufficient to offset the fall in the dollar interest
rate. The conclusion is that an increase in a country’s money supply causes a fall in the dollar’s expected
future depreciation rate sufficient to offset the fall in the dollar interest rate. We conclude that an increase
in a country’s money supply causes its currency to depreciate in the foreign exchange market.
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Figure 24: The figure is a combined money supply and foreign exchange market diagram under the circumstance of an increase in U.S. real money supply.

On the other hand, suppose that the ESCB fears a recession in Europe and hopes to head it off through a
looser monetary policy. An increase in M S e causes a depreciation of the euro (that is, an appreciation of the
dollar, or a fall in E$/e ), while a reduction in MeS causes an appreciation of the euro (that is, a depreciation
of the dollar, or a rise in E$/e ).
The mechanism at work, which runs from the European interest rate to the exchange rate, is the same as
the one we just analyzed. It is good exercise to verify these assertions by drawing figures similar to previous
two graphs that illustrate the linkage between the European money market and the foreign exchange market.
Initially the U.S. money market is in equilibrium at point 1 and the foreign exchange market is in equilibrium
1
1’, with an exchange rate E$/e
. An increase in Europe’s money supply lowers Re and therefore shifts to the
left the schedule linking the expected return on euro deposits to the exchange rate. Foreign exchange market
2
equilibrium is restored at point 2’, with an exchange rate of E$/e
. We see that the increase in European
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money causes the euro to depreciate against the dollar (that is, causes a fall in the dollar price of euros).
Similarly, a fall in Europe’s money supply would cause the euro to appreciate against the dollar (that is, E$/e
would rise). The change in the European money supply does not disturb the U.S. money market equilibrium,
which remains at point 1.
Figure 25: This is a combined money supply and foreign exchange rate diagram under the circumstance of
an increase in European money supply.

The short-run analysis of the link between countries’ money markets and the foreign exchange market
rested on the simplifying assumption that price levels and exchange rate expectations were given. To extend our understanding of how money supply and money demand affect exchange rates, we must examine
how monetary factors affect a country’s price level in the long run. An economy’s long-run equilibrium is
the position is would eventually reach if no new economic shocks occurred during the adjustment to full
employment. You can think of long-run equilibrium as the equilibrium that would be maintained after all
wages and prices had had enough time to adjust to their to their market-clearing levels. An equivalent way
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of thinking of it is as the equilibrium that would occur if prices were perfectly flexible and always adjusted
immediately to preserve full employment. If the price and output are fixed in the short run, the condition of
money market equilibrium, M S /P = L(R, Y ), determines the domestic interest rate, R. The money market
always moves to equilibrium, however, even if we drop our “short-run” assumption and think of periods over
which P and Y , as well as R, can vary. The above equilibrium condition can therefore be rearranged to
give P = M S /L(R, Y ), which shows how the price level depends on the interest rate, real output, and the
domestic money supply.
The long-run equilibrium price level is just the value of P that satisfies condition M S /P = L(R, Y ) when
the interest rate and output are at their long-run levels, that is, at levels consistent with full employment.
When the money market is in equilibrium and all factors of production are fully employed, the price level
will remain steady if the money supply, the aggregate money demand function, and the long-run values
of R and Y remain steady. One of the most important predictions of the above equation for P concerns
the relationship between a country’s price level and its money supply, M S : All else equal, an increase in a
country’s money supply causes a proportional increase in its price level. If, for example, the money supply
doubles (to 2 × M S ) but output and the interest rate do not change, the price level must also double (to
2 × P ) to maintain equilibrium in the money market.
The theory of how the money supply affects the price level given the interest rate and output is not yet a
theory of how money supply changes affect the price level in the long run. To develop such a theory, we still
have to determine the long-run effects of a money supply change on the interest rate and output. A change
in the supply of money has no effect on the long-run values of the interest rate or real output.
On the basis of the theory, we would expect to find such sharp swings in inflation rates accompanies by
swings in growth rates of money supplies. This expectation is confirmed by the graph below, which plots
annual average growth rates of the money supply against annual inflation rates. On average, years with
higher money growth also tend to be years with higher inflation.
Figure 26: The figure plots the percent increase in price level and money supply for different years. The
relationship is almost linearly related with 45-degree.

The domestic currency price of foreign currency is one of the many prices in the economy that rise
in the long run after a permanent increase in the money supply. If you think again about the effects of
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a currency reform, you will see how the exchange rate moves in the long run. Holding all else equal, a
permanent increase in a country’s money supply causes a proportional long-run depreciation of its currency
against foreign currencies. Similarly, a permanent decrease in a country’s money supply causes a proportional
long-run appreciation of its currency against foreign currencies.
The following section we put both short- and long-run findings about the effects of monetary changes by
examining the process through which the price level adjusts to its long-run position. An economy experiences
inflation when its price level is rising and deflation when its price level is falling.
In short-run effects of money changes, we assumed that a country’s price level, unlike its exchange rate,
does not jump immediately. This assumption cannot be exactly correct, because many commodities, such
as agricultural products, are traded in markets where prices adjust sharply every day as supply or demand
conditions shift. In addition, exchange rate changes themselves may affect the prices of some tradable goods
and services that enter into the commodity basket defining the price level. Many prices in the economy,
however, are written into long-run contracts and cannot be changed immediately when changes in the
money supply occur. The most important prices of this type are workers’ wages, which are negotiated only
periodically in many industries. Wages do not enter indices of the price level directly, but they make up a
large fraction of the cost of producing goods and services. Since output prices depend heavily on production
costs, the behavior of the overall price level is influenced by the sluggishness of wage movements. The
short-run “stickiness” of price levels is illustrated by the graph below, which compares data on month-tomonth percentage changes in the dollar / yen exchange rate, E$/U , with data on month-to-month percentage
changes in the ratio of money price levels in the United States and japan, PU S /PJ . As shown by the graph
below, the exchange rate is much more variable than relative price levels, a fact consistent with the view
that price levels are relatively rigid in the short run. The pattern shown in the figure applies to all of
the main industrial countries in recent decades. However, the assumption would not be reasonable for all
countries at all times. In extremely inflationary conditions, such as those seen in the 1980s in some Latin
American countries, long-term contracts specifying domestic money payments may go out of use. Automatic
price level indexation of wage payments may also be widespread under highly inflationary conditions, such
developments make the price level much less rigid than it would be under moderate inflation, and large price
level jumps become possible. Some price rigidity can remain even in the face of inflation rates that would
be high by everyday industrial-country standards.
The analysis assuming short-run price rigidity is nonetheless most applicable to countries with histories
of comparative price level stability, such as the United States. Even in the cases of low-inflation countries,
there is a lively academic debate over the possibility that seemingly sticky wages and prices are in reality
quite flexible. Although the price levels appear to display short-run stickiness in many countries, a change
in the money supply creates immediate demand and cost pressures that eventually lead to future increases
in the price level. There pressures come from: (1) Excess demand for output and labor, (2) Inflationary
expectations, and (3) Raw materials prices. An increase in the money supply has an expansionary effect on
the economy, raising the total demand for goods and services. To meet this demand, producers of goods and
services must employ workers overtime and make new hires. Even if wages are given in the short run, the
additional demand for labor allows workers to ask for higher wages in the next round of wage negotiations.
Producers are willing to pay these higher wages and it will not be hard to pass higher wage costs on to
consumers through higher product prices in a booming economy. If everyone expects the price level to rise
in the future, his or her expectation will increase the pace of inflation today. Workers bargaining over wage
contracts will insist on higher money wages to counteract the effect on their real wages of the anticipated
general increase in prices. Producers will give in to these wage demands if they expect product prices to rise
and cover the additional wage costs.
Many raw materials used in the production of final goods. For example, petroleum products and metals
are sold n markets where prices adjust sharply even in the short run. By causing the prices of such materials
to jump upward, a money supply increase raises production costs in materials-using industries. Eventually,
producers in those industries will raise product prices to cover their higher costs.
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Figure 27:

We now apply our analysis of inflation to study the adjustment of the dollar / euro exchange rate following
a permanent increase in the U.S. money supply. The graph below shows both the short-run in panel (a),
and the long run, in panel (b), effects of this disturbance. We suppose that the economy starts with all
variables at their long-run levels and that output remains constant as the economy adjusts to the money
supply change. Panel (a) assumes the U.S. price level is initially given at PU1 S . An increase in the nominal
money supply from MU1 S to MU2 S therefore raises the real money supply from M1-US / P1-US in the short
run, lowering the interest rate from R$1 (point 1) to R$2 (point 2), exactly as we discussed before. The first
change in our analysis comes when we ask how the American money supply change (shown in the bottom
part of panel (a)) affects the foreign exchange market (shown in the top part of panel (a)). As before, the
fall in the U.S. interest rate is shown as a leftward shift in the vertical schedule giving the dollar return
on dollar deposits. This is no longer the whole story, however, for the money supply increase now affects
exchange rate expectations. Because the U.S. money supply change is permanent, people expect a long-run
increase in all dollar prices, including the exchange rate, which is the dollar price of euros. A rise in the
expected future dollar/euro exchange rate (a future dollar depreciation) raises the expected dollar return on
euro deposits; it thus shifts the downward-sloping schedule on the top part of panel (a) to the right. The
1
2
dollar depreciates against the euro, moving from an exchange rate E$/e
(point 1’) to E$/e
(point 2’). Notice
that the dollar depreciation is greater than it would be if the expected future $/e exchange rate stayed fixed
(as it might if the money supply increase were temporary rather than permanent). If the expectation E e )$/e
did not change, the new short-run equilibrium would be at point 3’ rather at point 2’. Panel (b) shows how
the interest rate and exchange rate behave as the price level rises during the economy?s adjustment to its
long-run equilibrium. The price level begins to rise from the initially given level PU1 S , eventually reaching
PU2 S . Because the long-run increase in the price level must be proportional to the increase in the money
supply, the final real money supply, MU2 S /PU2 S. , is shown equal to the initial real money supply, MU1 S /PU1 S .
Since output is given and the real money supply has returned to its original level, the equilibrium interest
rate must again equal R$2 in the long run (point 4). The interest rate therefore rises from R$2 (point 2) to R$1
(point 4) as the price level rises from PU1 S to PU2 S . The rising U.S. interest rate has exchange rate effects that
can also be seen in panel (b): The dollar appreciates against the euro in the process adjustment. If exchange
rate expectations do not change further during the adjustment process, the foreign exchange market moves
to its long-run position along the downward-sloping schedule defining the dollar return on euro deposits. The
market?s path is just the path traced out by the vertical dollar interest rate schedule as it moves rightward
3
because of the price level’s gradual rise. In the long run (point 4’), the equilibrium exchange rate E$/e
, is
higher than at the original equilibrium, point 1’. Like the price level, the $/e exchange rate has risen in
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proportion to the increase in the money supply.
Figure 28:

The graph below shows time paths like the ones just described for the U.S. money supply, the dollar
interest rate, the U.S. price level, and the dollar/euro exchange rate. The graph is drawn so that the longrun increases in the price level (panel (c)) and exchange rate (panel (d)) are proportional to the increase
in the money supply (panel (a)). In its initial depreciation after a money supply rise, the exchange rate
1
2
1
3
jumps from E$/e
up to E$/e
, a depreciation greater than its long-run depreciation from E$/e
to E$/e
. The
exchange rate is said to overshoot when its immediate response to a disturbance is greater than its long-run
response. Exchange rate overshooting is an important phenomenon because it helps explain why exchange
rates move so sharply from day to day. The economic explanation of overshooting comes from the interest
parity condition. The explanation is easiest to grasp if we assume that before the money supply increase first
occurs, no change in the $/e exchange rate is expected, so that R$1 equals Re , the given interest rate on euro
deposits. A permanent increase in the U.S. money supply does not affect Re , so it causes R$1 to fall below
Re and remain below that interest rate (panel (b)) until the U.S. price level has completed the long-run
adjustment to PU2 S shown in panel (c). For the foreign exchange market to be in equilibrium during this
adjustment process, however, the interest difference in favor of euro deposits must be offset by an expected
appreciation of the dollar against the euro, that is, by an expected fall in E$/e . Only if the $/e exchange
3
rate overshoots E$/e
initially will market participants expect a subsequent appreciation of the dollar against
the euro. Overshooting is a direct consequence of the short-run rigidity of the price level. In a hypothetical
world where the price level could adjust immediately to its new, long-run level after a money supply increase,
the dollar interest rate would not fall because prices would adjust immediately and prevent the real money
supply from rising. Thus, there would be no need for overshooting to maintain equilibrium in the foreign
exchange market. The exchange rate would maintain equilibrium simply by jumping to its new, long-run
level right away.
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Figure 29: The figure shows time paths for the U.S. money supply, the dollar interest rate, the U.S. price
level, and the $/e exchange rate.

6

Price Level and the Exchange Rate in the Long Run

To understand the market forces that might give rise to the results predicted by the purchasing power parity
theory, we discuss first a related but distinct proposition known as the law of one price. If the dollar / pound
exchange rate was $1.45 per pound, you could buy a sweater in London by converting $43.50 (= $1.45 per
pound × 30 Pounds) into 30 pounds in the foreign exchange market. Thus, the dollar price of a sweater
in long would be only $43.50. If the same sweater were selling for $45 in New York, U.S. importers and
British exporters would have an incentive to buy sweaters in London and ship them to New York, pushing
the London price up and the New York price down until prices were equal in the two locations. Similarly, at
an exchange rate of $1.55 per pound, the dollar price of sweaters in London would be $46.50 (= $1.55 per
pound × 30 pounds), $1.50 more than in New York. Sweaters would be shipper from west to east until a
single price prevailed in the two markets.
Law of One Price
The law of one price is a restatement, in terms of currencies, of a principle that was important in the
trade theory portion of this book: when trade is open and costless, identical goods must trade at the same
relative prices regardless of where they are sold. We remind you of that principle here because it provides
one link between the domestic prices of goods and exchange rates. We can state the law of one price formally
as follows: Let PUi S be the dollar price of good I when sold in the United States, PEi the corresponding euro
price in Euro. Then the law of one price implies that the dollar price of good I is the same wherever it is
sold, PUI S = E$/e ∗ PEi . Equivalently, the $/e exchange rate is the ratio of good in U.S. and European money
prices, E$/e = PUi S /PEi .
Theory of Purchasing Power Parity
The theory of purchasing power parity states that the exchange rate between two countries’ currencies
equals the ratio of the countries’ price levels. The PPP theory therefore predicts that a fall in a currency’s
domestic purchasing power will be associated with a proportional currency appreciation. The basic idea
of PPP was put forth in the writings of 19th-century British economists, among them David Ricardo (the
originator of the theory of comparative advantage). Gustav Cassel, a Swedish economist writing in the early
20th century, popularized PPP by making it the centerpiece of a theory of exchange rates. While there has
been much controversy about the general validity of PPP, the theory does highlight important factors behind
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exchange rate movement.
To express the PPP theory in symbols, let PU S be the dollar price of a reference commodity basket sold
in the United States and PE the euro price of the same basket in Europe. Assume for now that a single
basket accurately measures money’s purchasing power in both countries. The PPP predicts a $/e exchange
rate of E$/e = PU S /PE . By rearranging this equation, we have PU S = E$/e ∗ PE . The left side of this
equation is the dollar price of the reference commodity basket in the United States; the right side is the
dollar price of the reference basket when purchased in Europe (that is, its euro price multiplied by the dollar
price of a euro). These two prices are the same if PPP holds. PPP thus asserts that all countries’ price levels
are equal when measured in terms of the same currency. Equivalently, the right side of the last equation
measures the purchasing power of a dollar when exchanged for euros and spent in Europe. PPP therefore
holds when, at going exchange rates, every currency’s domestic purchasing power is always the same as its
foreign purchasing power.
Superficially, the statement of PPP given by equation E$/e = PU S /PE looks like the law of one price,
which says that E$/e = PUi S /PEi for any commodity i. There is a difference between PPP and the law of
one price, however: the law of one price applies to individual commodities (such a commodity i), while PPP
applies to the general price level, which is a composite of the prices of all the commodities that enter into
the reference basket. If the law of one price holds true for every commodity, PPP must hold automatically
as long as the reference baskets used to reckon different countries’ price levels are the same proponents of
the PPP theory argue, however, that its validity (in particular, its validity as a long-run theory) does not
require the law of one price to hold exactly.
Even when the law of one price fails to hold for each individual commodity, the argument goes, prices
and exchange rates should not stray too far from the relation predicted by PPP, prices and exchange rates
should not stray too far from the relation predicted by PPP. When goods and services become temporarily
more expensive in one country than in others, the demands for its currency and its products fall, pushing the
exchange rate and domestic prices back in line with PPP. The opposite situation of relatively cheap domestic
products leads, analogously, to currency appreciation and price level inflation. PPP thus asserts that even
when the law of one price is not literally true, the economic forces behind it will help eventually to equalize
a currency’s purchasing power in all countries.
The statement that exchange rates equal relative price levels is sometimes referred to as absolute PPP.
Absolute PPP implies a proposition known as relative PPP, which states that the percentage change in the
exchange rate between two currencies over any period equals the difference between the percentage changes
in national price levels. Relative PPP thus translates absolute PPP from a statement about price and
exchange rate levels into one about price and exchange rate changes. It asserts that prices and exchange
rates change in a way preserves the ratio of each currency’s domestic and foreign purchasing powers. Relative
PPP between the United States and Europe would be written as (E$/e,t − E$/e,t−1 )/E$/e,t−1 = πU S,t − πE,t
where πt denotes an inflation rate (that is, π − t = (Pt − Pt−1 )/Pt−1 , the percentage change in a price level
between dates t and t1 ).
Since factors that do not influence money supply or money demand play no explicit role in this theory,
it is known as the monetary approach to the exchange rate. We think of the monetary approach as a longrun and not a short-run theory because it does not allow for the price rigidities that seem important in
explaining short-run macroeconomic developments, in particular departures from full employment. Instead,
the monetary approach proceeds as if prices can adjust right away to maintain full employment as well
as PPP. When we refer to a variable’s “long-run” value, we mean the variable’s equilibrium value in a
hypothetical world of perfectly flexible output and factor market prices.
To develop the monetary approach’s predictions for the $/e exchange rate, we will assume that in the
long run, the foreign exchange market sets the rate so that PPP holds E$/e = PU S /PE . That is, we assume
the above equation would hold in a world where there are no market rigidities to prevent exchange rate and
other prices from adjusting immediately to levels consistent with full employment. From previous discussion,
we have PU S = MUs S /L(R$ , YU S ) in the United States, and PE = MEs /L(Re , YE ) in Europe. As before, we
have used the symbol M s to stand for a country’s money supply and L(R, Y ) to stand for the aggregate real
money demand, which decreases when the interest rate rises and increases when real output rises. According
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to the statement of PPP in equation E$/e = PU S /PE , the dollar price of a euro is simply the dollar price of
U.S. output divided by the euro price of European output. These two price levels, in turn, are determined
completely by the supply and demand for each currency area’s money. The U.S. price level is the U.S.
money divided by U.S. real money demand, as shown in PU S = MUs S /L(R$ , YU S ), and Europe’s price level
similarly is the European money supply divided by the euro price of European real money demand, as shown
in PE = MEs /L(Re , YE ). The monetary approach therefore makes the general prediction that the exchange
rate, which is the relative price of American and European money, is fully determined in the long run by the
relative supplies of those monies and the relative real demands for them. Shifts in interest rates and output
levels affect the exchange rate only through their influences on money demand.
The monetary approach makes a number of specific predictions about the long-run effects on the exchange
rate of changes in money supplies, interest rates, and output levels. (1) All else equal, a permanent rise in
the U.S. money supply MUs S causes a proportional increase in the long-run U.S. price level PU S . Because
under PPP, E$/e = PU S /PE , however, E$/e also rises in the long run in proportion to the increase in the U.S.
money supply. Thus, an increase in the U.S. money supply causes a proportional long-run depreciation of the
dollar against euro. Conversely, equation shows that a permanent increase in the European money supply
causes a proportional increase in the long-run European price level. Under PPP, this price level rise implies
a proportional long-run appreciation of the dollar against the euro (which is the same as a proportional
depreciation of the euro against the dollar). (2) A rise in the interest Rate R$ on dollar-denominated assets
lowers real U.S. money demand L(R$ , YU S ). By PU S = MUs S /L(R$ , YU S), the long-run U.S. price level rises,
and under PPP the dollar must depreciate against the euro in proportion to this U.S. price level increase. A
rise in the interest rate Re on euro-denominated assets has the reverse long-run exchange rate effect. Because
real European money demand L(Re , YE ) falls, Europe’s price level rises, by PE = MEs /L(Re , YE ). Under
PPP, the dollar must appreciate against the euro in proportion to Europe’s price level increase. (3) A rise in
U.S. output raises real U.S. money demand L(R$ , YU S ) to a fall in the long-run U.S. price level. According
to PPP, there is an appreciation of the dollar against the euro. Symmetrically, a rise in European output
raises L(Re , YE ) and causes a fall in Europe’s long-run price level. PPP predicts that this development will
make the dollar depreciate against the euro.
All else equal, money supply growth at a constant rate eventually results in ongoing price level inflation
at the same rate, but changes in this long-run inflation rate do not affect the full-employment output level or
the long-run relative prices of goods and services. The interest, however, is definitely not independent of the
money supply growth rate in the long run. While the long-run interest rate does not depend on the absolute
level of the money supply, continuing growth in the money supply eventually will affect interest rate. The
e
condition of interest parity between dollar and euro is R$ = Re + (E$/e
− E$/e )/E$/e . The question is how
this parity condition, which must hold in the long run as well as in the short run, fits with the other parity
condition we are assuming in our long-run model, purchasing power parity. According to relative PPP, the
percentage change in the $/e exchange rate over the next year will equal the difference between the inflation
rates of the United States and Europe over that year. Since people understand this relationship, it must also
be true that they expect the percentage exchange rate change to equal the U.S.-Europe inflation difference.
The interest parity condition written above now tells us the following: if people expect relative PPP to hold,
the difference between the interest rates offered by dollar and euro deposits will equal the difference between
the inflation rates expected over the relevant horizon, in the United States and in Europe. If PE is the price
level expected in a country for a year from today, the expected inflation rate in that country, πE , is the
expected percentage increase in the price level over the coming year, πE = (PE − P )/P . By combining the
expectation and rearranging the equation, we arrive at a formula that expresses the international interest
e
e
rate difference as the difference between expected national inflation rates, R$ − Re = πU
S − πe .
Fisher Effect
e
e
Equation R$ − Re = πU
S − πe gives us the long-run relationship between ongoing inflation and interest
rates that we need to explain the monetary approach’s predictions about how interest rates affect exchange
rates. The equation tells us that all else equal, a rise in a country’s expected inflation rate will eventually
cause an equal rise in the interest rate that deposits of its currency offer. Similarly, a fall in the expected
inflation rate will eventually cause a fall in the interest rate. This long-run relationship between inflation
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and interest rates is called the Fisher effect. The Fisher effect implies, that if U.S. inflation were to rise
permanently from a constant level of 5 percent per year to a constant level of 10 percent per year, dollar
interest rates would eventually catch up with the higher inflation, rising by 5 percentage points per year from
their initial level. These changes would leave the real rate of return on dollar assets, measured in terms of
U.S. goods and services, unchanged. The fisher effect is therefore another example of the general idea that
in the long run, purely monetary development should have no effect on an economy’s relative prices. The
Fisher effect is behind the seemingly paradoxical monetary approach prediction that a currency depreciates
in the foreign exchange market when its interest rate rises relative to foreign currency interest rates. In
the long-run equilibrium assumed by the monetary approach, a rise in the difference between home and
foreign interest occurs only when expected home inflation rises relative to expected foreign inflation. This is
certainly not the case in the short run, when the domestic price level is sticky. In the short run, the interest
rate can rise when the domestic money supply falls, because the sticky domestic price level leads to an excess
demand for real money balances at the initial interest rate. Under the flexible-price monetary approach,
however, the price level would fall right away, leaving the real money supply unchanged and thus making the
interest rate change unnecessary. Imagine that at time t0 , the Federal Reserve unexpectedly increases the
growth rate of the U.S. money supply from π to the higher level π + 4π. The graph below illustrates how
this change affects the $/e exchange rate, E$/e , as well as other U.S. variables, under the assumptions of the
monetary approach. To simplify the graphs, we assume that in Europe, the inflation rate remains constant
at zero.
Panel (a) of the graph below shows the sudden acceleration of U.S. money supply growth at time t0 . We
have scaled the vertical axes of the graphs so that constant slopes represent constant proportional growth
rates of variables. The policy change generates expectations of more rapid currency depreciation in the
future: Under PPP the dollar will now depreciate at the rate π + 4π rather than at the lower rate π.
Interest parity therefore requires the dollar interest rate to rise, as shown in Panel (b), from its initial level
R$1 to a new level that reflects the extra expected dollar depreciation, R$2 = R$1 + 4π. Notice that this
adjustment leaves the euro interest rate unchanged; but since Europe’s money supply and output have not
changed, the original euro interest rate will still maintain equilibrium in Europe’s money market. From Panel
(a) the level of the money supply does not actually jump upward at t0 - only the future growth rate changes.
Since there is no immediate increase in the money supply, but there is an interest rate rise that reduces
money demand, there would be an excess supply of real U.S. money balances at the price level prevailing
just prior to t0 . In the face of this potential excess supply, the U.S. price level does jump upward at t0 (as
Panel (c)), reducing the real money supply so that it again equals real money demand. Consistently with
the upward jump in PU S at t0 , Panel (d) shows the simultaneous proportional upward jump in E$/e implied
by PPP.
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Figure 30: The figure has four panels, presenting U.S. money supply, dollar interest rate, price level, and
dollar/euro exchange rate.

As the first step in extending the PPP theory, we define the concept of a real exchange rate. The
real exchange rate between two countries’ currencies is a broad summary measure of the prices of one
country’s goods and services relative to the other country’s. It is natural to introduce the real exchange
rate concept at this point because the major prediction of PPP is that real exchange rates never change,
at least not permanently. To extend our model so that it describes the world more accurately, we need to
examine systematically the forces that can cause dramatic and permanent changes in real exchange rates.
Real exchange rates are important not only for quantifying deviations from PPP but also for analyzing
macroeconomic demand and supply conditions in open economies. When we wish to differentiate a real
exchange rate - which is the relative price of two output baskets - from a relative price of two currencies, we
will refer to the latter as a nominal exchange rate.
Real exchange rates are defined in terms of nominal exchange rates and price levels. Let PU S be the price
level in the United States, and PE the price level in Europe. Since we will not be assuming absolute PPP,
we no longer assume that the price level can be measured by the same basket of commodities in the United
States as in Europe. Because we will soon want to link our analysis to monetary factors, we require instead
that each country’s price index give a good representation to the purchases that motivate its residents to
demand its money supply.
You can think of PU S as the dollar price of an unchanging basket containing the typical weekly purchases
of U.S. households and firms; PE , similarly, is based on an unchanging basket reflecting the typical weekly
purchases of European households and firms. The point to remember is that the U.S. price level will place
a relatively heavy weight on commodities produced and consumed in America, and the European price level
a relatively heavy weight on commodities produced and consumed in Europe. We define the real dollar /
euro exchange rate, denoted q$/e , as the dollar price of the European basket relative to that of the American
basket. We can express the real exchange rate as the dollar value of Europe’s price level divided by the U.S.
price level, as q$/e = (E$/e ∗ Pe )/PU S .
Alternatively, even though many of the items entering national price levels are nontrade, it is useful
to think of the real exchange rate q$/e as the relative price to European products in general in terms of
American products, that is, the price at which hypothetical trades of American for European commodity
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baskets would occur if trades at domestic prices were possible. The dollar is considered to depreciate in real
terms against the euro when q$/e rises because the hypothetical purchasing power of America’s products in
general over Europe’s declines. America’s goods and services thus become cheaper relative to Europe’s. A
real appreciation of the dollar against the euro is a fall in q$/e . This fall indicates a decrease in the relative
price of products purchased in Europe, a rise in the dollar’s European purchasing power compared with that
in the United States.
There should be no surprise in a world where PPP does not hold, the long-run values of real exchange
rates, just like other relative prices that clear markets, depend on demand and supply conditions. Since
a real exchange rate tracks changes in the relative price of two countries’ expenditure baskets, however,
conditions in both countries matter. Changes in countries’ output markets can be complex, and we do not
want to digress into an exhaustive (and exhausting) catalogue of the possibilities. We focus instead on
two specific cases that are both easy to grasp and important in practice for explaining why the long-run
values of real exchange rates can change. (1) A change in world relative demand for American products:
Imagine that total world spending on American goods and services rises relative to total world spending
on European goods and services. To restore equilibrium, the relative price of American output in terms of
European output will therefore have to rise: The relative prices of U.S. nontradables will rise, and the prices
of tradables produced in the United States, and consumed intensively there, will rise relative to the prices
of tradables made in Europe. These changes all work to reduce q$/e , the relative price of Europe’s reference
expenditure basket in terms of the United States’. We conclude that an increase in world relative demand
for U.S. output causes a long-run real appreciation of the dollar against the euro (a fall in q$/e ). Similarly,
a decrease in world relative demand for U.S. output causes a long-run real depreciation of the dollar against
the euro (a rise in q$/e ). (2) A change in relative output supply: Suppose that the productive efficiency of
U.S. labor and capital rises. Since Americans spend part of their increased income on foreign goods, the
supplies of all types of U.S. goods and services increase relative to the demand for them, the result being an
excess relative supply of American output at the previous real exchange rate. A fall in the relative price of
American products, both nontradables and tradables, shifts demand toward them and eliminates the excess
supply. The price change is a real depreciation of the dollar against the euro, that is, an increase in q$/e .
A relative expansion of U.S. output causes a long-run real depreciation of the dollar against the euro (q$/e
rises). A relative expansion of European output causes a long-run real appreciation of the dollar against the
euro (q$/e falls).
The diagram below summarizes our discussion of demand, supply, and the long-run real exchange rate.
The supply of U.S. output relative to European output, YU S /YE , is plotted along the horizontal axis while
the real $/e exchange rate, q$/e , is plotted along the vertical axis. The equilibrium real exchange rate is
determined by the intersection of two schedules. The upward-sloping schedule RD shows that the relative
demand for U.S. products in general, relative to the demand for European products, rises as q$/e rises, that
is, as American products become relatively cheaper. This “demand” curve for U.S. relative to European
goods has a positive slope because we are measuring a fall in the relative price of U.S. goods by a move
upward along vertical axis. What about relative supply? In the long run, relative national output levels
are determined by factor supplies and productivity, with little, if any, effect on the real exchange rate. The
relative supply curve, RS, therefore is vertical at the long-run (that is, full-employment) relative output
ratio, (YU S /YE ). The equilibrium long-run real exchange rate is the one that sets relative demand equal to
long-run relative supply (point 1).
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Figure 31: The figure presents a diagram that easily illustrates how changes in world markets affect the real
exchange rate.

From the definition, the real $/e exchange rate is q$/e (E$/e ∗ PE )/PU S . If we now solve this equation for
the nominal exchange rates, we get an equation that gives us the nominal dollar / euro exchange rate as the
real dollar / euro exchange rate times the U.S.-Europe price level ratio: E$/e = q$/e ∗ (PU S /PE ). The only
difference between this equation and equation for E$/e is that this equation accounts for possible deviations
from PPP by adding the real exchange rate as an additional determinant of the nominal exchange rate. The
equation implies that for a given real dollar / euro exchange rate, changes in money demand or supply in
Europe or the United States affect the long-run nominal $/e exchange rate as in the monetary approach.
Changes in the long-run real exchange rate, however, also affect the long-run nominal exchange rate. The
long-run theory of exchange rate determination implied by this equation thus includes the valid elements
of the monetary approach, but in addition it corrects the monetary approach by allowing for nonmonetary
factors that can cause sustained deviations from purchasing power parity.
Assuming that all variables start out at their long-run level, we can now understand the most important
determinants of long-run swings in nominal exchange rates. (1) A shift in relative money supply levels:
Suppose the Fed wishes to stimulate the economy and therefore carries out an increase in the level of the
U.S. money supply. A permanent, one-time increase in a country’s money supply has no effect on the longrun levels of output, the interest rate, or any relative price (including the real exchange rate). Thus, PU S =
MUs S /L(R$ , YU S ) implies once again that PU S rises in proportion to MU S , while E$/e = q$/e ∗ (PU S /PE )
shows that the U.S. price level is the sole variable changing in the long run along with the nominal exchange
rate E$/e . Because the real exchange rate q$/e does not change, the nominal exchange rate change is
consistent with relative PPP: The only long-run effect of the U.S. money supply increase is to raise all dollar
prices, including the dollar price of the euro, in proportion to the increase in the money supply. It should be
no surprise that this result is the same as the one we found using the monetary approach, since that approach
is designed to account for the long-run effects of monetary changes. (2) A shift in relative money supply
growth rates: Suppose the Fed concludes, to its dismay, that over the next few years the U.S. price level will
fall. (A falling price level is called deflation.) A permanent increase in the growth rate of the U.S. money
supply raises the long-run U.S. inflation rate and, through the Fisher effect, raises the dollar interest rate
relative to the euro interest rate. Because relative U.S. real money demand therefore declines, the equation
implies that PU S rises. Because the change bringing this outcome about is purely monetary, however, it
is neutral in its long-run effects; specifically, it does not alter the long-run real $/e exchange rate. (3) A
change in relative output demand: This type of change is not covered by the monetary approach, so now
the more general perspective we have developed, in which the real exchange rate can change, is essential.
Since the change in relative output demand does not affect long-run national price levels - these depend
solely on the factors appearing in equations PU S = MUs S /L(R$ , YU S ) - the long-run nominal exchange rate
in E$/e = q$/e ∗ (PU S /PE ) will change only insofar as the real exchange rate changes. Consider an increase
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in world relative demand for U.S. products. We saw that a rise in demand for U.S. products causes a
long-run real appreciation of the dollar against the euro (a fall in q$/e ); this change is simply a rise in the
relative price of U.S. output. Given that long-run national price levels are unchanged, however, this tells us
that a long-run nominal appreciation of the dollar against the euro (a fall in E$/e ) must also occur. This
prediction highlights the important fact that even though exchange rates are nominal prices, they respond to
non-monetary as well as monetary events, even over long horizons. (4) A change in relative output supply:
As we saw earlier, an increase in relative U.S. output supply causes the dollar to depreciate in real terms
against the euro, lowering the relative price of U.S. output. This rise in q$/e is not, however, the only change
in the equation implied by a relative rise in U.S. output. In additional, the U.S. output increases raises the
transaction demands for real U.S. money balances, raising aggregate U.S. real money demand, pushing the
long-run U.S. price level down.
We conclude that when all disturbances are monetary in nature, exchange rates obey relative PPP in the
long run. In the long run, a monetary disturbance affects only the general purchasing power of a currency,
and this change in purchasing power changes the currency’s value equally in terms of domestic and foreign
goods. When disturbances occur in output markets, the exchange rate is unlikely to obey relative PPP, even
in the long run.

7

Flexible Exchange Rates and Output in the Short Run

To analyze how output is determined in the short run when product prices are sticky, we introduce the
concept of aggregate demand for a country’s output.
Recall that we have consumption demand (C), investment demand (I), government demand (G), and net
export demand, that is, the current account (CA). This subsection we view the amount a country’s residents
wish to consume as depending on disposable income, Y d (that is, national income less taxes, Y − T ). (C,
Y, and T are all measured in terms of domestic output units.) Under this assumption, a country’s desired
consumption level can be written as a function of disposable income:
C = C(Y d )
We express a country’s current account balance as a function of its currency’s real exchange rate, q =
EP ∗ /P , and of domestic disposable income, Y d :
CA = CA(EP ∗ /P, Y d ).
That is, the domestic currency prices of representative foreign and domestic expenditure baskets are, respectively, EP ∗ and P , currency, P ∗ is the foreign price level, and P is the home price level. The real exchange
rate, q, defined as the price of the foreign basket in terms of the domestic one, is therefore EP ∗ /P . For
example, the representative basket of European goods and services costs e40(P ∗ ), the representative U.S.
basket costs $50 (P ), and the dollar/euro exchange rate is $1.10 per euro (E), then the price of the European
basket in terms of U.S. baskets is
EP ∗ /P =

(1.10$/e) × (40e/European/basket)
(50$/U.S.basket)

= 0.88 U.S. baskets/European basket.
Also recall that the current account is related to exports and imports by the identify
CA = EX − IM
when CA, EX, and IM all are measured in terms of domestic output.
We now combine the four components of aggregate demand to get an expression for total aggregate
demand, denoted D:
D = C(Y − T ) + I + G + CA(EP ∗ /P, Y − T )
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where we have written disposable income Y d as output, Y , less taxes, T . This equation shows that aggregate
demand for home output can be written as a function of the real exchange rate, disposable income, investment
demand, and government spending:
D = D(EP ∗ /P, Y − T, I, G)
The goal is to see how aggregate demand depends on the real exchange rate and domestic GNP given the
level of taxes, T , investment demand, I, and government purchases, G.
A rise in EP ∗ /P makes domestic goods and services cheaper relative to foreign goods and services and
shifts both domestic and foreign spending from foreign goods to domestic goods. As a result, CA rises and
aggregate demand, D, therefore goes up. A real depreciation of the home currency raises aggregate demand
for home output, other things equal; a real appreciation lowers aggregate demand for home output. On the
other hand, there is the effect of domestic real income on aggregate demand. If taxes are fixed at a given
level, a rise in Y represents an equal rise in disposable income Y d . While this rise in Y d raises consumption,
it worsens the current account by raising home spending on foreign imports. The first of these effects raises
aggregate demand, but the second lowers it. Since the increase in consumption is divided between higher
spending on home products and higher spending on foreign imports, however, the first effect (the effect
of disposable income on total consumption) is greater than the second (the effect of disposable income on
import spending alone). Therefore, a rise in domestic real income raises aggregate demand for home output,
other things equal, and a fall in domestic real income lowers aggregate demand for home output.
The figure below shows the aggregate demand, D, over Output (real income), Y , fixing everything else
the same. Aggregate demand is a function of the real exchange rate (EP ∗ /P ), disposable income (Y − T ),
investment demand (I), and government spending (G). If all other factors remain unchanged, a rise in
output (real income), Y , increases aggregate demand. Because the increase in aggregate demand is less than
the increase in output, the slope of the aggregate demand function is less than 1 (45-degree angle).
Figure 32: The figure below shows the aggregate demand, D, over Output (real income), Y , fixing everything
else the same.

We now discuss how output is determined in the short run. We show that the output market is in
equilibrium when real domestic output, Y , equals the aggregate demand for domestic output:
Y = D(EP ∗ /P, Y − T, I, G)
The analysis of real output determination applies to the short run because we assume that the money
prices of goods and services are temporarily fixed. The determination of national output in the short run is
illustrated in figure below, where we again graph aggregate demand as a function of output for fixed levels
of the real exchange rate, taxes, investment demand, and government spending. The intersection (at point
1) of the aggregate demand schedule and a 45-degree line drawn from the origin (the equation D = Y) gives
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us the unique output level Y 1 at which aggregate demand equals domestic output. At an output level of
Y 2 , aggregate demand (point 2) is higher than output. Firms therefore increase their production to meet
this excess demand. If they did not, they would have to meet the excess demand out of inventories, reducing
investment below the desired level, point 1. Thus, output expands until national income reaches Y 1 . At
point 3 there is an excess supply of domestic output, and firms find themselves in voluntarily accumulating
inventories (and involuntarily raising their investment spending above its desired level). As inventories start
to build up, firms cut back on production; only when output has fallen to Y 1 will firms be content with
their level of production. Once again, output settles at point 1, the point at which output exactly equals
aggregate demand.
Figure 33:

Now we discuss how the exchange rate and output are simultaneously determined in the short run. We
need two elements. The first element, developed in this section, is the relationship between output and the
exchange rate (the DD schedule) that must hold when the output market is in equilibrium. The second
element, developed in the next section, is the relationship between output and the exchange rate that must
hold when the home money market and the foreign exchange market (the asset markets) are in equilibrium.
Both elements are necessary because the economy as a whole is in equilibrium only when both the output
market and the asset markets are in equilibrium.
As shown below, the figure illustrates the effect of a depreciation of the domestic currency against foreign
currency (that is, a rise in E from E 1 to E 2 ) for fixed values of the domestic price level, P , and the foreign
price level, P ∗ . With fixed price levels at home and abroad, the rise in the nominal exchange rate makes
foreign goods and services more expensive relative to domestic goods and services. This relative price change
shifts the aggregate demand schedule upward. Any rise in the real exchange rate EP ∗ /P (whether due to a
rise in E, a rise in P ∗ , or a fall in P ) will cause an upward shift in the aggregate demand function and an
expansion of output, holding all else equal.
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Figure 34: The figure presents the effect of a depreciation of the domestic currency against foreign currency.

We assume P and P ∗ are fixed in the short run. A depreciation of the domestic currency (a rise in E)
is associated with a rise in domestic output, Y , while an appreciation (a fall in E) is associated with a fall
in Y . This association provides us with one of the two relationships between E and Y needed to describe
the short-run macroeconomic behavior of an open economy. We summarize this relationship by the DD
schedule.
Factors that shift the DD schedule:
(1) A change in G will shift the DD schedule. The second figure below shows the effect on DD of a rise
in government purchases from G1 to G2 ., given a constant exchange rate of E 0 . An increase in G causes
the aggregate demand schedule in the upper part of the figure to shift upward. Everything else remaining
unchanged, output increases from Y 1 to Y 2 . Point 2 in the bottom part shows the higher level of output at
which aggregate demand and supply are now equal, given an unchanged exchange rate of E 0 . Point 2 is on
a new DD curve, DD2 . For any given exchange rate, the level of output equating aggregate demand and
supply is higher after the increase in G. This implies that an increase in G causes DD to shift to the right,
as shown below. Similarly, a decrease in G causes DD to shift to the left.
(2) A change in T , Taxes, can shift the DD schedule. A change in T affects aggregate demand by
changing disposable income, and thus consumption, for any level of Y . It follows that an increase in taxes
causes the aggregate demand function when D = Y to shift downward given the exchange rate D. Since
this effect is the opposite of that of an increase in G, an increase in T must cause the DD schedule to shift
leftward. Similarly, a fall in T causes a rightward shift of DD.
(3) A change in I will cause DD schedule to change. An increase in investment demand has the same
effect as an increase in G. The aggregate demand schedule shifts upward and DD shifts to the right. A fall
in investment demand shifts DD to the left.
(4) A change in P . Given E and P ∗ , an increase in P makes domestic output more expensive relative
to foreign output and lowers net export demand. The DD schedule shifts to the left as aggregate demand
falls. A fall in P makes domestic goods cheaper and causes a rightward shift of DD.
(5) A change in P ∗ will change DD schedule. Given E and P , a rise in P ∗ makes foreign goods and
services relatively more expensive. Aggregate demand for domestic output therefore rises and DD shifts to
the right. Similarly, a fall in P ∗ causes DD to shift to the left.
(6) A change in the consumption function, C, will change DD schedule. If the increase in consumption
spending is not devoted entirely to imports from abroad, aggregate demand for domestic output rises and
the aggregate demand schedule shifts upward for any given exchange rate E. This implies a shift to the
right of the DD schedule. An autonomous fall in consumption (if it is not entirely due to a fall in import
demand) shifts DD to the left.
(7) A demand shift between foreign and domestic goods can also shift the DD schedule. Assume there
is no change in the domestic consumption function but domestic and foreign residents suddenly decide to
devote more of their spending to goods and services produced in the home country. If home disposable
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income and the real exchange rate remain the same, this shift in demand improves the current account by
raising exports and lowering imports. The aggregate demand schedule shifts upward and DD therefore shifts
to the right.
Figure 35: The figure presents a circumstance that shifts aggregate demand.
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Figure 36: The figure presents a circumstance that shifts DD schedule.

Now we introduce the second element to ensure that the exchange rate and output level consistent with
output market equilibrium are also consistent with asset market equilibrium. The schedule of exchange rate
and output combinations that are consistent with equilibrium in the domestic money market and the foreign
exchange market is called the AA schedule. For a given expected future exchange rate, E e , the interest
parity condition describing foreign exchange market equilibrium is
R = R∗ + (E e − E)/E
where R is the interest rate on domestic currency deposits and R∗ is the interest rate on foreign currency
deposits, which satisfies
M s /P = L(R, Y )
which is aggregate real money demand, L(R, Y ), rises when the interest rate falls because a fall in R makes
interest-bearing non-money assets less attractive to hold. As shown below, a rise in Y 1 to Y 2 will produce an
appreciation of the domestic currency, that is, a fall in the exchange rate from E 1 to E 2 . The AA schedule
therefore has a negative slope.
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Figure 37: The combined money market and foreign exchange market.

Factors cause the AA schedule to shift:
(1) A change in M s will change the AA schedule. For a fixed level of output, an increase in M s causes the
domestic currency to depreciate in the foreign exchange market, all else equal. Since for each level of output
the exchange rate, E, is higher after the rise in M s , the rise in M s causes AA to shift upward. Similarly, a
fall in M s causes AA to shift downward.
(2) A change in P will change the AA schedule. An increase in P reduces the real money supply and
drives the interest rate upward. Holding all else equal, this rise in the interest rate causes E to fall. The
effect of a rise in P is therefore a downward shift of AA. A fall in P results in an upward shift of AA.
(3) A change in E e will change the AA schedule. Suppose participants in the foreign exchange market
suddenly revise their expectations about the exchange rate’s future value so that E e rises. Such a change
shifts the curve in the top part of the figure which measures the expected domestic currency return on foreign
currency deposits to the right.
(4) A change in R∗ will change AA schedule. A rise in R∗ raises the expected return on foreign currency
deposits and therefore shifts the downward-sloping schedule at the top of the figure to the right. Given
output, the domestic currency must depreciate to restore interest parity. A rise in R∗ therefore has the same
effect on AA as a rise in E e : it causes an upward shift. A fall in R∗ results in a downward shift of AA.
(5) A change in real money demand will cause AA schedule to change as well.
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Figure 38: The figure presents a standard DD-schedule.

Assuming that output prices are temporarily fixed, we have derived two separate schedules of exchange
rate and output levels: the DD schedule, along which the output market is in equilibrium, and the AA
schedule, along which the asset markets are in equilibrium.
Figure 39: The figure presents AA-DD schedule in equilibrium.

However, imagine that the economy is instead at a position like point 2 in the figure below. At point
2, which lies above AA and DD, both the output and asset markets are out of equilibrium. Because E is
so high relative to AA, the rate at which E is expected to fall in the future is also high relative to the rate
that would maintain interest parity. The high expected future appreciation rate of the domestic currency
implies that the expected domestic currency return on foreign deposits is below that on domestic deposits,
so there is an excess demand for the domestic currency in the foreign exchange market. The high level of E
at point 2 also makes domestic goods cheap for foreign buyers (given the goods’ domestic currency prices),
causing an excess demand for output at that point. The excess demand for domestic currency leads to an
immediate fall in the exchange rate from E 2 to E 3 . This appreciation equalizes the expected returns on
domestic and foreign deposits and places the economy at point 3 on the asset market equilibrium curve AA.
But since point 3 is above the DD schedule, there is still excess demand for domestic output. As firms raise
production to avoid depleting their inventories, the economy travels along AA to point 1, where aggregate
demand and supply are equal.
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Figure 40: The figure presents a circumstance that the economy away from equilibrium. The economy will
eventually move back to its original state.

Now we can discuss how shifts in government macroeconomic policies affect output and the exchange
rate.
Monetary Policy
The short-run effect of a temporary increase in the domestic money supply is shown in the figure below.
The upward shift of the asset market equilibrium schedule moves the economy from point 1, with exchange
rate E 1 and output Y 1 , to point 2, with exchange rate E 2 and output Y 2 . An increase in the money
supply causes a depreciation of the domestic currency, an expansion of output, and therefore an increase in
employment.
Figure 41: The figure presents an economy with short-run effect. The short-run effect of temporary increase
in domestic money supply will push asset market upward.

Fiscal Policy
Expansionary fiscal policy can take the form of an increase in government spending, a cut in taxes, or
some combination of the two that raises aggregate demand. A temporary fiscal expansion (which does not
affect the expected future exchange rate) therefore shifts the DD schedule to the right but does not move AA.
The figure below shows how expansionary fiscal policy affects the economy in the short run. We start from
point 1, with an exchange rate E 1 and output Y 1 . Suppose the government decides to spend $156 billion
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to develop space shuttle. This one-time increase will move the economy to point 2, causing the currency
to appreciate to E 2 . Why is this the case? The increase in output caused by the increase in government
spending raises the transactions demand for real money holdings. Given the fixed price level, this increase
in money demand pushes the interest rate, R∗ , upward. Because the expected future exchange rate, E e ,
and the foreign interest rate, R∗ , have not changed, the domestic currency must appreciate to create the
expectation of a subsequent depreciation just large enough to offset the higher international interest rate
difference in favor of domestic currency deposits.
Figure 42: The figure presents AA-DD schedule under an expansionary of fiscal policy.

Maintain Full Employment
The analysis of this section can be applied to the problem of maintaining full employment in open
economies. The figure below illustrates this analysis. Suppose the economy is at point 1, where output
equals its full-employment level, denoted y f . Suddenly there is a temporary shift in consumer tastes away
from domestic products. Such a shift is a decrease in aggregate demand for domestic goods, and it causes
the curve DD1 to shift leftward, to DD2 . At point 2, the new short-run equilibrium, the currency has
depreciated to E 2 and output, at Y 2 , is below its full-employment level: the economy is in a recession.
To restore full employment, the government may use monetary or fiscal policy, or both. A temporary fiscal
expansion shifts DD2 back to its original position, restoring full employment and returning the exchange
rate to E 1 . A temporary money supply increase shifts the asset market equilibrium curve to AA2 back to
its original position, restoring full employment and returning the exchange rate to E 1 . A temporary money
supply increase shifts the asset market equilibrium curve to AA2 and places the economy at point 3, a move
that restores full employment but causes the home currency to depreciate even further.
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Figure 43: The figure shows AA-DD schedule starting from equilibrium, Point 1. Then AA-schedule moves.
To restore full employment, DD-schedule moves becasue of government monetary or fiscal policy.

Another possible cause of recession is a temporary increase in the demand for money, illustrated in
the figure below. An increase in money demand pushes up the domestic interest rate and appreciates the
currency, there by making domestic goods more expensive and causing output to contract. It shows that
this asset market disturbance as the downward shift of AA1 to AA2 , which moves the economy from its
initial, full-employment equilibrium at point 1 to point 2. Expansionary macroeconomic policies can again
restore full employment. A temporary money supply increase shifts the AA curve back to AA1 and moves
the economy back to its initial position at point 1. This temporary increase in money supply completely
offsets the increase in money demand by giving domestic residents the additional money they desire to hold.
Figure 44: The figure presents AA-DD schedule under another possible cause of recession, i.e. a temporary
increase in the money demand.
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A Permanent Increase in the Money Supply
The figure below shows the short-run effects of a permanent increase in the money supply on an economy
initially at its full employment output level Y f (point 1). Even a temporary increase in M s causes the
asset market equilibrium schedule to shift upward from AA1 to AA2 . Because the increase in M s is now
permanent, however, it also affects the exchange rate expected for the future, E e . From earlier, we know
that a permanent increase in the money supply affects the long-run exchange rate: a permanent increase
in M s must ultimately lead to a proportional rise in E. Thus, the permanent rise in M s causes E e , the
expected future exchange rate, to rise proportionally. Point 3 shows the equilibrium that might result from
a temporary increase in M s .
Figure 45: The figure shows AA-DD schedule with a permanent increase in the money supply.

Adjustment to a Permanent Increase in the Money Supply
The increase in the money supply shown in the figure above is not reversed by the central bank, so it
is natural to ask how the economy is affected over time. At short-run equilibrium, as point 2 in the figure
above, output is above its full-employment level and labor and machines are working overtime. Upward
pressure on the price level develops as workers demand higher wages and producers raise prices to cover their
increasing production costs. We know that while an increase in the money supply must eventually cause all
money prices to rise in proportion, it has no lasting effect on output, relative prices, or interest rates.
The figure below shows us the adjustment back to full employment. Whenever output is greater than its
full-employment level, Y f , and productive factors are working over time, the price level P is rising to keep
up with rising production costs. Although the DD and AA schedules are drawn for a constant price level
P , we have seen how increases in P cause the schedules to shift. A rise in P makes domestic goods more
expensive relative to foreign goods, discouraging exports and encouraging imports. A rising domestic price
level therefore causes DD1 to shift to the left over time. Because a rising price level steadily reduces the real
money supply over time, AA2 also travels to the left as prices rise.
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Figure 46: The figure shows the adjustment back to full employment from previous figure.

A Permanent Fiscal Expansion
A permanent fiscal expansion not only has an immediate impact in the output market but also affects
the asset markets through its impact on long-run exchange rate expectations. The figure below shows the
short-run effects of a government decision to spend an extra $10 billion a year on its space travel program
forever. As before, the direct effect of this rise in government demand for domestic goods and services is
permanent in this case, it causes a long-run appreciation of the currency. The resulting fall in E e pushes
the asset market equilibrium schedule AA1 downward to AA2 . Point 2, where the new schedules DD2 and
AA2 interest, is the economy’s short-run equilibrium, and at that point the currency has appreciated to E 2
from its initial level while output is unchanged at Y f .
Figure 47: The figure presents AA-DD schedule with a permanent fiscal expansion.

Macroeconomic Policies and the CA
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The figure shows how the AA-DD model can be extended to illustrate the effects of macroeconomic
policies on the current account. In addition, the figure contains a new curve, labeled XX, which shows
combinations of the exchange rate and output at which the current account balance would be equal to some
desired level, say CA(EP ∗ /P, Y − T ) = X. The curve slopes upward because, other things equal, a rise in
output encourages spending on imports and thus worsens the current account if it is not accompanies by a
currency depreciation.
The central feature of the figure is that XX is flatter than DD. The reason is seen by asking how the
current account changes as we move up along the DD curve from point 1, where all three curves intersect
(so that, initially, CA = X). As we increase Y in moving up along DD, the domestic demand for domestic
output rises by less than the rise in output itself (since some income is saved and some spending falls on
imports). Along DD, the total aggregate demand has to equal supply. To prevent an excess supply of home
output, E therefore must rise sharply enough along DD to make export demand rise faster than import
demand. Now we examine the current account effects. An increase in the money supply shifts the economy
to point 2, expanding output and depreciating the currency. Since point 2 lies above XX, current account
has improved as a result of the policy. Monetary expansion causes the current account balance to increase
in the short run.
Figure 48: The figure uses AA-DD schedule to show the effect of macroeconomic policies on Current Account.

Trade Flow Adjustment and Current Account Dynamics
An important assumption underlying the DD − AA model is that, other things equal, a real depreciation
of the home currency immediately improves the current account while a real appreciation causes the current
account immediately to worsen.
A country’s current account sometimes worsens immediately after a real currency depreciation and begins
to improve only some months later, contrary to the assumption we made in deriving the DD curve. If the
current account initially worsens after a depreciation, its time path has an initial segment reminiscent of a
J and therefore is called the J-curve.
The CA, measured in domestic output, can deteriorate sharply right after a real currency depreciation (the
move from point 1 to point 2 in the figure) because most import and export orders are placed several months
in advance. A few months after the depreciation, export and import volumes therefore may reflect buying
decisions that were made on the basis of the old real exchange rate: the primary effect of the depreciation
is to raise the value of the pre-contracted level of imports in terms of domestic products. Because exports
measured in domestic output do not change, while imports measured in domestic output do not change,
while imports measured in domestic output rise, there is an initial fall in the current account.
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Figure 49: The figure presents the situation that current account worsens immediately after a real currency
depreciation. The economy starts at Point 1 and immediately drop to Point 2 after currency depreciation.

Liquidity Trap
During the lengthy Great Depression of the 1930s, the nominal interest rate hit zero in the United States,
and the country found itself caught in what economists call a liquidity trap. A liquidity trap is a trap because
once an economy’s nominal interest rate falls to zero, the central bank cannot reduce it further by increasing
the money supply (that is, by increasing the economy’s liquidity). At negative nominal interest rates, people
would find money strictly preferable to bonds and therefore bonds would be in excess supply. While a zero
interest rate may please borrowers, who can borrow for free, this fact worries economic policy makers, who
are trapped in a situation where they may no longer be able to steer the economy through conventional
monetary expansion.
The dilemma a central bank faces when the economy is in a liquidity trap slowdown can be seen by
considering the interest parity condition when the domestic interest rate R = 0,
R = 0 = R∗ + (E e − E)/E
Assume for the moment that the expected future exchange rate, E e , is fixed. Suppose the central bank
raises the domestic money supply so as to depreciate the currency temporarily (that is, to raise E today but
return the exchange rate to the level E e later). The interest parity condition shows that E cannot rise once
R = 0 because the interest rate would have to become negative. Instead, despite the increase in the money
supply, the exchange rate remains steady at the level
E = E e /(1 − R∗ )
That is, the currency cannot depreciate further.
The figure below shows how the DD − AA diagram can be modified to depict the region of potential
equilibrium positions involving a liquidity trap. The DD schedule is the same, but the AA schedule now
has a flat segment at levels of output so low that the money market finds its equilibrium at an interest
rate R equal to zero. The flat segment of AA shows that the currency cannot depreciate beyond the level
E e /(1 − R∗ ). At the equilibrium point 1 in the diagram, output is trapped at a level Y 1 that is below the
full-employment level Y f .
Next, consider an open-market expansion of the money supply works in this zero-interest world. It is
not shown, that action would shift AA to the right: at an unchanged exchange rate, higher output Y raises
money demand, leaving people content to hold the additional money at the unchanged interest rate R = 0.
The horizontal stretch of AA becomes longer as a result. With more money in circulation, real output
and money demand can rise further than before without driving the nominal interest rate to a positive
level. Eventually, as Y rises even further, increased money demand results in progressively higher interest
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rates R and therefore in progressive currency appreciation along the downward-sloping segment of AA. The
surprising result is that the equilibrium simply remains at point 1. Money expansion thus has no effect on
output or the exchange rate. This is the sense in which the economy is “trapped”.
Figure 50: This figure shows a liquidity traip. The equilibrium is at Point 1. The marginal change of output,
Y, exhibits no effect for the equilibrium.

8

Fixed Exchange Rates, Capital Controls and Crises

There are four reasons why a we must study fixed exchange rates:
(1) Managed Floating
Central banks often intervene in currency markets to influence exchange rates. While the dollar exchange
rates of the industrial countries’ currencies are not currently fixed by governments, they are not always left
to fluctuate freely, either. The system of floating dollar exchange rates is often referred to as a dirty float, to
distinguish it from a clean float in which governments make no direct attempts to influence foreign currency
values. The model of the exchange rate developed in earlier chapters assumed a cleanly floating, or completely
flexible, exchange rate. Because the present monetary system is a hybrid of the “pure” fixed and floating
rate systems, an understanding of fixed exchange rates gives us insight into the effects of foreign exchange
intervention when it occurs under floating rates.
(2) Regional Currency arrangements
Some countries belong to exchange rate unions, organizations whose members agree to fix their mutual
exchange rates while allowing their currencies to fluctuate in value against the currencies of nonmember
countries.
(3) Developing Countries
While industrial countries generally allow their currencies to float against the dollar, these economies
account for less than a sixth of the world’s countries. Many developing countries try to peg the value of their
currencies, often in terms of the dollar, but sometimes in terms of a nondollar currency or some “basket” of
currencies chosen by the authorities.
(4) Lessons of the Past for the Future
Fixed exchange rates were the norm in many periods, such as the decades before World War I, between
the mid-1920s and 1931, and again between 1945 and 1973.
The Central Bank Balance Sheet and the Money Supply
The main tool in understanding central bank transactions in asset markets is the central bank balance
sheet, which records the assets balance sheet is organized according to the principles of double-entry bookkeeping. A balance sheet for central bank takes the following form
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Assets
Foreign assets

xf oreign

Domestic assets

xdomestic

Liabilities
Deposits held by private
banks
Currency in circulation

xdeposits
xcirculation

The asset side of the central bank’s balance sheet lists two types of assets, foreign assets and domestic assets.
Foreign assets consist mainly of foreign currency owned by the central bank. These foreign assets make up
the central bank’s official international reserves, and their level changes when the central bank intervenes
in the foreign exchange market by buying or selling foreign exchange. Domestic assets are central bank
holdings of claims to future payments by its own citizens and domestic institutions. The liabilities side of
the balance sheet lists as liabilities the deposits of private banks of currency in circulation, both notes and
coin. Nonbank firms and households generally cannot deposit money at the central bank, while banks are
generally required by law to hold central bank deposits as partial backing for their own liabilities. Private
bank deposits are liabilities of the central bank because the money may be withdrawn whenever private
banks need it. The central bank’s total assets equal its total liabilities plus its net worth, which we have
assumed to be zero. Because changes in central bank net worth are not important to our analysis, we will
ignore them 3 . The additional assumption that net worth is constant means that the changes in central bank
assets we will consider automatically cause equal changes in central bank liabilities.
When a central bank buys an asset from the public, its payment - whether cash or check - directly enters
the money supply. The increase in central bank liabilities associated with the asset purchase thus causes
the money supply to expand. The money supply shrinks when the central bank sells an asset to the public
because the cash or check the central bank receives in payment goes out of circulation, reducing the central
bank’s liabilities to the public. Changes in the level of central bank asset holdings cause the money supply
to change in the same direction because they require equal changes in the central bank’s liabilities. When
the central bank buys assets, the accompanying increase in the money supply is generally larger than the
initial asset purchase because of multiple deposit creation within the private banking system. This money
multiplier effect, which magnifies the impact of central bank transactions on the money supply, reinforces
our main conclusion: any central bank purchase of assets automatically results in an increase in the domestic
money supply, while any central bank sale of assets automatically causes the money supply to decline.
Foreign Exchange Intervention and the Money Supply
Suppose the central bank with assets as the table above goes to the foreign exchange market and sells xA
worth of foreign bonds for its own currency. The payment the central bank receives for these foreign assets
automatically reduces its liabilities by xA as well. If the bank is paid with domestic currency, the currency
goes into its vault and out of circulation. Currency in circulation therefore falls by xA . As a result, the
central bank’s balance sheet changes as following:
Assets
Foreign assets

xf oreign − xA

Domestic assets

xdomestic

Liabilities
Deposits held by private
banks
Currency in circulation

xdeposits
xcirculation −
xA

After the sale, assets still equal liabilities, but both have declined by xA , equal to the amount of currency
the central bank has taken out of circulation through its intervention in the foreign exchange market. The
change in the central bank’s balance sheet implies a decline in the country’s money supply.
Sterilization
Central banks sometimes carry out equal foreign and domestic asset transactions in opposite directions
to nullify the impact of their foreign exchange operations on the domestic money supply. This type of policy
is called sterilized foreign exchange intervention.
3 There are several ways in which a central bank’s net worth could change. For example, the government might allow its
central bank to keep a fraction of the interest earnings on its assets, and this interest flow would raise the bank’s net worth if
reinvested. Such changes in net worth tend to be small enough empirically that they can usually be ignored for the purposes
of macroeconomic analysis.
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For the country with the balance like the table above, the central bank sells xA of its foreign assets and
receives as a payment of a xA check on the private bank. This transaction causes the central bank’s foreign
assets and its liabilities to decline simultaneously by xA , and there is therefore a fall in the domestic money
supply. If the central bank wishes to negate the effect of its foreign asset sale on the money supply, it can buy
xA amount of domestic assets, such as government bonds. The second action increases the central bank’s
domestic assets and its liabilities by xA and thus completely cancels the money supply effect of the xA sale
of foreign assets.
Approach 1
Assets
Foreign
assets
Domestic assets
Approach 2
Assets
Foreign
assets
Domestic assets

Liabilities
Deposits
held by private banks
Currency in
circulation

xf oreign − xA + xA

xdomestic

Liabilities
Deposits
held by private banks
Currency in
circulation

xf oreign − xA

xdomestic + xA

xdeposits

xcirculation − xA + xA

xdeposits

xcirculation − xA + xA

Foreign Exchange Market Equilibrium Under a Fixed Exchange Rate
Consider how equilibrium in the foreign exchange market can be maintained when the central bank fixes
the exchange rate permanently at the level E 0 . The foreign exchange market is in equilibrium when the
interest parity condition holds, that is, when the domestic interest rate, R, equals the foreign interest rate,
R∗ , plus (E ∗ − E)/E, the expected rate of depreciation of the domestic currency against foreign currency.
However, when the exchange rate is fixed at E 0 and market participants expect it to remain fixed, the
expected rate of domestic currency depreciation is zero. The interest parity condition therefore implies that
E 0 is today’s equilibrium exchange rate only if
R = R∗ .
Money Market Equilibrium Under a Fixed Exchange Rate
To hold the domestic interest rate at R∗ , the central bank’s foreign exchange intervention must adjust
the money supply so that R∗ equates aggregate real domestic demand and the real money supply:
M s /P = L(R∗ , Y ).
Given P and Y , the above equilibrium condition tells what the money supply must be if a permanently
fixed exchange rate is to be consistent with asset market equilibrium at a foreign interest rate of R∗ . When
the central bank intervenes to hold the exchange rate fixed, it must automatically adjust the domestic money
supply so that money market equilibrium is maintained with R = R∗ . Suppose the central bank has been
fixing E at E 0 and that asset markets initially are in equilibrium. Suddenly output rises. A necessary
condition for holding the exchange rate permanently fixed at E 0 is that the central bank restore current
asset market equilibrium at that rate, given that people expect E 0 to prevail in the future.
A rise in output raises the demand for domestic money, and this increase in money demand normally
would push the domestic interest rate upward. To prevent the appreciation of the home currency that would
occur (given that people expect an exchange rate of E 0 in the future), the central bank must intervene in the
foreign assets it buys. The bank automatically increases the money supply in this way until asset markets
again clear with E = E 0 and R = R∗ .
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If the central bank does not purchase foreign assets when output increases but instead holds the money
stock constant, can it still keep the exchange rate fixed at E 0 ? The answer is no. If the central bank did not
satisfy the excess demand for money caused by a rise in output, the domestic interest rate would begin to rise
above the foreign rate, R∗ , to balance the home money. Traders in the foreign exchange market, perceiving
that domestic currency deposits were offering a higher rate of return, would begin to bid up the price of
domestic currency in terms of foreign currency. In the absence of central bank intervention, the exchange
rate thus would fall below E 0 . To prevent this appreciation, the central bank must sell domestic currency
and buy foreign assets, thereby increasing the money supply and preventing any excess money demand from
pushing the home interest rate above R∗ .
The figure below shows the simultaneous equilibrium of the foreign exchange and domestic money markets
when the exchange rate is fixed at E 0 and is expected to remain fixed at E 0 in the future. At point 1, money
market equilibrium is at initial state. The diagram shows that for a given price level, P , and a given national
income level, Y 1 , the money supply must equal M 1 when the domestic interest rate equals the foreign rate,
R∗ . The upper part of the figure shows the equilibrium of the foreign exchange market at point 1’. If
the expected future exchange rate is R0 , the interest parity condition holds when R = R∗ only if today’s
exchange rate also equals E 0 . A rise in income (from Y 1 to Y 2 ) raises the demand for real money holdings
at every interest rate, thereby shifting the aggregate money demand function in the figure downward. A
necessary condition for maintaining the fixed rate is to restore current asset market equilibrium given that
E 0 is still the expected future exchange rate. We can assume that the downward-sloping curve in the figure’s
top panel does not move. If the central bank were to take no action, the new money market equilibrium
would be at point 3. Because the domestic interest rate is above R∗ at point 3, the currency would have to
appreciate to bring the foreign exchange market to equilibrium at point 3’. The central bank is not in favor
of this appreciation of the domestic currency if it is fixing the exchange rate, so it will have to buy foreign
assets. The increase in the central bank’s foreign assets is accompanied by an expansion of the domestic
money supply. The central bank will continue to purchase foreign assets until the domestic money supply
has expanded to M 2 . This is point 2 in the future. At this point the domestic interest rate will equal R∗ .
Given this domestic interest rate, the foreign exchange market equilibrium remains at point 1’, with the
equilibrium exchange rate still equal to E 0 .
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Figure 51:

The graph below shows the economy’s short-run equilibrium as point 1 when the central bank fixes the
exchange rate at the level E 0 . Output equals Y 1 at point 1, and the money supply is at the level where a
domestic interest rate equal to the foreign rate (R∗ ) clears the domestic money market. The money receives
goes output of circulation, and the asset market equilibrium curve shifts back toward its initial position as
the home money supply falls. Only when the money supply has returned to its original level, so that the
asset market schedule is again AA1 , is the exchange rate no longer under pressure. The attempt to increase
the money supply under a fixed exchange rate thus leaves the economy at its initial equilibrium (point 1).
Under a fixed exchange rate, central bank monetary policy tools are powerless to affect the economy’s money
supply or its output.
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Figure 52:

The figure below illustrates effects of expansionary fiscal policy, such as a cut in the income tax, when the
economy’s initial equilibrium is at point 1. Fiscal expansion shifts the output market equilibrium schedule
to the right. DD1 therefore shifts to DD2 in the figure. If the central bank refrained from intervening in
the foreign exchange market, output would rise to Y 2 and the exchange rate would fall to E 2 .
For a central bank intervention to hold the exchange rate fixed after the fiscal expansion, the process
is the one described in the figure of exchange rate and real domestic money holdings via domestic interest
rate. Initially, there is an excess demand for money because the rise in output raises money demand. To
prevent the from pushing up the home interest rate and appreciating the currency, the central bank must
buy foreign assets with money, thereby increasing the money supply. In the figure below, intervention holds
the exchange rate at E 0 by shifting AA1 rightward to AA2 . At the new equilibrium (point 3), output is
higher than the original point, the exchange rate is unchanged, and official international reserves (and the
money supply) are higher.
Figure 53:

A country that is fixing its exchange rate sometimes decides on a sudden change in the foreign currency
value of the domestic currency. For example, this might happen if the country is quickly losing foreign
exchange reserves because of a big current account deficit that far exceeds private financial inflows. A
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devaluation occurs when the central bank raises the domestic currency price of foreign currency, E, and a
revaluation occurs when the central bank lowers E. All the central bank has to do to devalue or revalue
is announce its willingness to trade domestic against foreign currency, in unlimited amounts, at the new
exchange rate 4 .
The figure below shows how a devaluation affects the economy. There is a rise in the level of the fixed
exchange rate, from E 0 to E 1 , makes domestic goods and services cheaper relative to foreign goods and
services (given that P and P ∗ are fixed in the short run). Output therefore moves to the higher level Y 2 ,
shown by point 2 on the DD schedule. Point 2, however, does not lie on the initial asset market equilibrium
schedule AA1 . At point 2, there is initially an excess demand for money due to the rise in transactions
accompanying the output increase. This excess money demand would push the home interest rate above the
world interest rate if the central bank did not intervene in the foreign exchange market. To maintain the
exchange rate at its new fixed level, E 1 , the central bank must therefore buy foreign assets and expand the
money supply until the asset market curve reaches AA2 to be at point 2. Devaluation therefore causes a rise
in output, a rise in official reserves, and an expansion of the money supply.
Figure 54:

We have assumed so far that participants in the foreign exchange market believe that a fixed exchange rate
will be maintained at its current level forever. However, the central bank may find it undesirable or unfeasible
to maintain the current fixed exchange rate. The central bank may be running short on foreign reserves.
The market’s belief in an impending change in the exchange rate gives rise to a balance of payments crisis,
a sharp change in official foreign reserves sparked by a change in expectations about the future exchange
rate. The figure below shows the asset markets in equilibrium at points 1 (the money market) and 1’ (the
foreign exchange market) with the exchange rate fixed at E 0 . The figure’s upper part shows this change
in expectations as a rightward shift in the curve that measures the expected domestic currency return on
foreign currency deposits. Since the current exchange rate is fixed at E 0 , equilibrium in the foreign exchange
market (point 2’) requires a rise in the domestic interest rate to R∗ + (E 1 − E 0 )/E 0 , which now equals the
expected domestic currency return on foreign currency assets.
In the beginning, the domestic interest rate remains at R∗ , which is below the new expected return on
foreign assets. This difference causes an excess demand for foreign currency assets in the foreign exchange;
to continue to hold the exchange rate at E 0 , the central bank must sell foreign reserves and thus shrink
the domestic money supply. The bank’s intervention comes to an end once the money supply has fallen to
4 There is a subtle distinction between the terms devaluation and depreciation (and between revaluation and appreciation).
Depreciation (appreciation) is a rise in E (a fall in E) when the exchange rate floats, while devaluation (revaluation) is a rise in
E (a fall in E) when the exchanged rate is fixed. Depreciation (appreciation) thus involves the active voice (as in “the currency
appreciated”), while devaluation (revaluation) involves the passive voice (as in “the currency was devalued”).
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M 2 , so that the money market is in equilibrium at the interest rate R∗ + (E 1 − E 0 )/E 0 , which clears the
foreign exchange market (point 2). The expectation of a future devaluation causes a balance of payments
crisis marked by a sharp fall in reserves and a rise in the home interest rate above the world interest rate.
Similarly, an expected revaluation causes an abrupt rise in foreign reserves together with a fall in the home
interest rate below the world rate. The reserve loss accompanying a devaluation scare is often labeled capital
flight. Currency crises that occur in such circumstances often are called self-fulfilling currency crises, altough
it is important to keep in mind that the government may ultimately be responsible for such crises by creating
or tolerating domestic economic weakness that invite speculators to attack the currency.
Figure 55:

Foreign Exchange Market Equilibrium Under Imperfect Asset Substitutability
Under the assumption that the currency bonds are perfect substitutes, the foreign exchange market is in
equilibrium only if the interest parity condition holds
R = R∗ + (E e − E)/E
When domestic and foreign currency bonds are imperfect substitutes, the condition above does not hold in
general. Instead, equilibrium in the foreign exchange market requires that the domestic interest rate equal
the expected domestic currency return on foreign bonds plus a risk premium, ρ, that reflects the difference
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between the riskiness of domestic and foreign bonds
R = R∗ + (E e − E)/E + ρ
For an individual i’s demand for domestic currency bonds, Bid , as an increasing function of the rate-orreturn difference between domestic and foreign bonds,
Bid = Bid [R − R∗ − (E e − E)/E]
.
The individual’s demand for currency bond, Bid , also depends on other factors specific to individual i,
such as her wealth and income. The demand for domestic currency bonds can be negative or positive, and in
the former case, individual i is a net borrower in the home currency, that is, a supplier of domestic currency
bonds.
To find private aggregate demand for domestic currency bonds, we need only add up individual demands,
Bid , for all individuals i in the world. This summation gives the aggregate demand for domestic currency
bonds, B d , which is also an increasing function of the expected rate-of-return difference in favor of domestic
currency assets, which takes the following form
X
Demand = B d [R − R∗ − (E e − E)/E] =
Bid [R − R∗ − (E e − E)/e].
i

Since we interpret B d as the private sector’s net demand for domestic currency bonds, the appropriate
supply variable to define market equilibrium is the net supply of domestic currency bonds to the private
sector, that is, the supply of bonds that are not the liability of any private individual of firm. Net supply
therefore equals the value of domestic currency government bonds held by the public, B, less the value of
domestic currency assets held by the central bank, A
Supply = B − A
The risk premium, ρ, is determined by the interaction of supply and demand. Risk premium takes the
following form
ρ = R − R∗ − (E e − E)/E
that is, the expected return difference between domestic and foreign bonds. We can therefore write the
private sector’s net demand for domestic currency bonds as an increasing function of ρ. The bond supply
curve is vertical at B − A because the net supply of bonds to the market is determined by decisions of the
government and central bank and is independent of the risk premium. Equilibrium occurs at point 1 (at
a risk premium of ρ1 ), where the private sector’s net demand for domestic currency bonds equals the net
supply. Notice that for given values of R, R∗ , and E, the equilibrium shown in the diagram can also be
viewed as determining the exchange rate, since E = E e /(1 + R − R∗ − ρ).
As the figure shown below, the effect of a central bank sale of domestic assets that lowers its domestic
asset holdings to A2 < A1 . This sale raises the net supply of domestic currency bonds to B − A2 and shifts
the supply curve to the right. The new equilibrium occurs at point 2, at a risk premium of ρ2 > ρ1 . We can
also write in a generalized equation
ρ = ρ(B − A, B ∗ − A∗ ),
where B ∗ − A∗ is the net stock of foreign currency bonds that the public must hold.
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Figure 56:

Based on the understanding of foreign exchange market equilibrium with imperfect asset substitutability,
we have the following figure studying the asset market equilibrium with this premise. This helps us to
illustrate how sterilized intervention can affect the exchange rate. The lower part of the figure below, which
shows the money market in equilibrium at point 1, does not change. The upper part of the figure is also
much the same as before, except that the downward-sloping schedule now shows how the sum of the expected
domestic currency return on foreign assets and the risk premium depends on the exchange rate. The curve
continues to slope downward because the risk premium itself is assumed not to depend on the exchange rate.
Equilibrium in the foreign exchange market is at point 1’, which corresponds to a domestic government debt
of B and central bank domestic asset holdings of A1 . At that point, the domestic interest rate equals the
risk-adjusted domestic currency return on foreign deposits. In order to match its purchase of foreign assets
with a sale of domestic assets, the central bank holds the money supply constant at M s and avoids any
change in the lower part of figure and the stock of domestic assets that the market must hold, B − A2 , is
therefore higher than the initial stock B − A1 ,. This increase pushes the risk premium ρ upward and shifts
the risk-adjusted domestic currency return to the right. The foreign exchange market now settles at point
2’, and the domestic currency depreciates to E 2 .
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Figure 57:

9

Trade Dynamics in Federal Funds Market

Financial institutions in US keep reserve balances at Federal Reserve Banks to meet requirements, earn
interest, or clear financial transactions. This market allows institutions with excess reserve balances to
lend reserves to institutions with reserve deficiencies. The fed funds market is primarily a mechanism that
reallocates reserves among banks. It is a crucial market from the standpoint of the economics of payments
and the branch of banking theory that studies the role of interbank markets in helping banks manage reserves
and offset liquidity or payment shocks. The fed funds market is also the setting where the interest rate on the
shortest maturity, most liquid instrument in the term structure is determined. This makes it an important
market from the standpoint of finance.
9.0.1

Previous Literatures

In the field of studying fed funds market, Poole (1968), Ho and Saunders (1985), and Coleman, Gilles,
and Labadie (1996) contributed in theoretical perspective whereas Hamlton (1996) and Hamlton and Jorda
(2002) contributed in empirical perspective. Ashcraft and Duffie (2007) highlighted the over-the-counter
nature of the fed funds market. Bech and Klee (2011), Ennis and Weinberg (2009), and Furfine (2003) used
this nature to try to explain certain aspects of interbank markets such as apparent limits to arbitrage, stigma,
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and banks’ decisions to borrow from standing facilities. Afonso and Lagos (2015) contributed a model to the
intraday allocation of reserves and pricing of overnight loans using a dynamic equilibrium search-theoretic
framework such that it can capture the salient features of the decentralized interbank market in which these
loans are traded. Their work arises from emerging literature that studies search and bargaining frictions in
financial markets.
9.0.2

Trade Dynamics

Benchmark Model
The population of banks, represented by a point in the interval [0,1]. During trading session, the reserve
balances set in continuous time that starts at time 0 and ends at time T. Let τ denote the time remaining
until the end of trading session, so τ = T − t if the current time is t ∈ [0, T ]. The reserve balance at time
T − τ is denoted by k(τ ) ∈ K, with K = {0, 1, ..., K}, where K ∈ Z and 1 ≤ K. The measure of banks with
balance k at time t − τ is denoted nk (τ ). A bank starts the trading session with some balance k(T ) ∈ K.
The initial distribution of balances, {nk (T )}k∈K , is given. Let uk ∈ R denote the flow payoff to a bank from
holding k balances during the trading session, and let Uk ∈ R be the payoff from holding k balances at the
end of the trading session. All banks discount payoffs at rate r.
Afonso and Lagos (2015) assume that loan sizes are elements of the set K̄ = K ∪ {−K, ..., −1} and that
every loan gets repaid at time T + 4 in the following trading day, where 4 ∈ R+ . Let x ∈ R denote the
net credit position that has resulted from some history of trades. Afonso and Lagos (2015) also assume that
the payoff to a bank with a net credit position x that makes a new loan at time T − τ with repayment R at
time T + 4 is equal to the post-transaction discounted net credit position, e−r(τ +4) (x + R).
Afonso and Lagos (2015) abstract brokers from the baseline model since nonbrokered transactions represent the majority of the volume. The search entails two layers of uncertainty in this environment. First, the
time it takes a bank to contact a counterparty is an exponentially distributed random variable with mean
1/α. Second, conditional on having contacted a counterparty at time T − τ , the reserve balance k of the
counterparty is a random variable with probability distribution {nk (τ )}k∈K .
Let the function Vk (τ ) : K × [0, T ] → R denote the maximum attainable payoff that a bank can obtain
from k ∈ K units of reserve balances when the time until the end of the trading session is τ ∈ [0, T ]. During
the trading hours, two banks meet and bargain over size of the loan and repayment. Consider a bank with
k balances that contacts a bank with k 0 balances. For any pair of pre-trade reserve balances of two banks,
k, k 0 ∈ K, the set Π(k, k 0 ) = {(q, q 0 ) ∈ K×K : q +q 0 = k +k 0 } contains all feasible pairs of post-trade balances
that could result from the bilateral negotiation. For every pair of banks that hold pre-trade balances (k, k 0 ) ∈
K × K, the set Π(k, k 0 ) induces the set of all feasible loan sizes, Γ(k, k 0 ) = {b ∈ K̄ : (k − b, k 0 + b) ∈ Π(k, k 0 )}.
Notice that Π(k, k 0 ) = Π(k 0 , k) and Γ(k, k 0 ) = −Γ(k 0 , k) for all k, k 0 ∈ K. Then we have bkk0 (τ ) to be the
amount of reserves that the bank with k lends to the bank with balance k 0 , and Rk0 k (τ ) to be the amount of
balances that the latter commits to repay the former at time T + 4. Thus the pair (bkk0 (τ ), Rk0 k (τ )) denotes
the bilateral terms of trade between a bank with balance k and a bank with balance k 0 when the remaining
time until the end of the trading session is τ . These terms of trade will be the outcome corresponding to the
symmetric Nash solution to the bilateral bargaining problem. Then, for any k, k 0 ∈ K and any τ ∈ [0, T ],
(bkk0 (τ ), Rk0 k (τ )) is the solution to
max

b∈Γ(k,k0 ),R∈R

[Vk−b (τ ) + e−r(τ +4) R − Vk (τ )] × [Vk0 +b (τ ) − e−r(τ +4) R − Vk0 (τ )].

Thus, for any k ∈ K and any τ ∈ [0, T ],
Z
Vk (τ ) = E

min(τα ,τ )

e−rz uk dz + I{τα >τ } e−rτ Uk +

0

I{τα ≤τ } e−rτα

X


nk0 (τ − τα ) × [Vk−bkk0 (τ −τα ) (τ − τα ) + e−r(τ +4−τα ) Rk0 k (τ − τα )]

k0 ∈K
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(1)

where
bkk0 (τ ) ∈ arg

max [Vk0 +b (τ ) + Vk−b (τ ) − Vk0 (τ ) − Vk (τ )],

b∈Γ(k,k0 )

(2)

1
1
[Vk0 +bkk0 (τ ) (τ ) − Vk0 (τ )] + [Vk (τ ) − Vk−bkk0 (τ ) (τ )].
(3)
2
2
The expectation operator, E, in (1) is with respect to the exponentially distributed random time until the
next trading opportunity, τα , and Iτα ≤τ is an indicator function that equals 1 if τα ≤ τ and 0 otherwise.
The first term contains the flow payoff to the bank from holding balance k until the next trade opportunity
or the end of the session, whichever arrives first. The second term says that in the event that the bank gets
no trading opportunity before time T . The third term contains the expected discounted payoff if the event
that the bank gets a trade opportunity with another bank before time T , that is, at time T − (τ − τα ). In
this event, the counterparty is a random draw from the distribution of balances at time T − (τ − τα ), namely,
{nk0 (τ − τα )}k0 ∈K , and the expression inside the square bracket is the post-trade continuation payoff of the
bank we are considering. Hereafter, Afonso and Lagos (2015) use V ≡ [V(τ )]τ ∈[0,T ] , with V(τ ) ≡ {Vk (τ )}k∈K
to denote the value function. According to the bargaining solution (2) and (3), the loan size maximizes the
joint gain from trade, and the repayment implements a division of this gain between the borrower and the
lender that gives each a fraction equal to their bargaining power (that is, one half). For example, if a bank
with i ∈ K balances and a bank with j ∈ K balances meet at time T − τ , they will negotiate a loan of size
k0 s0
bij (τ ) = i − k = s − j, where (k, s) ∈ arg max(k0 ,s0 )∈Π(i,j) Sij
(τ ) ≡ Vk0 (τ ) + Vs0 (τ ) − Vi (τ ) − Vj (τ ). The
ks
implied joint gain from trade corresponding to this transaction is Sij
(τ ).
Consider a bank with i balances that contracts a bank with j balances when the time until the end of
trading session is τ . Let φks
and the latter hold k and s balances
ij (τ ) be the probability that the former
P
P
ks
after the meeting, respectively, that is, φij (τ ) ∈ [0, 1], with k∈K s∈K φks
ij (τ ) = 1. Feasibility requires
that φks
(τ
)
=
0
if
(k,
s)
∈
/
Π(i,
j).
Given
any
feasible
path
for
the
distribution
of trading probabilities,
ij
φ(τ ) = {φks
(τ
)}
,
the
distribution
of
balances
at
time
T
−
τ
,
that
is,
n(τ
)
= {nk (τ )}n∈K , evolves
i,j,k,s,∈K
ij
according to
ṅk (τ ) = f [n(τ ), φ(τ )] ∀k ∈ K,
(4)
e−r(τ +4) Rk0 k (τ ) =

where
f [n(τ ), φ(τ )] ≡ αnk (τ )

XXX

ni (τ )φsj
ki (τ ) − α

i∈K j∈K s∈K

XXX

ni (τ )nj (τ )φks
ij (τ ).

(5)

i∈K j∈K s∈K

The first term on the right side of (5) contains the total flow of banks that leave statek between time t = T −τ
and time t0 = T − (τ − ) for a small  > 0. The second term contains the total flow of banks into state k
over the same interval of time.
The following proposition provides a sharper representation of the value function and the distribution of
trading probabilities characterized in (1), (2), and (3).
Proposition 1: The value function V satisfies (1), with (2) and (3), if and only if it satisfies
α XXX
nj (τ )φks
rVi (τ ) + V̇i (τ ) = ui +
ij (τ ) × [Vk (τ ) + Vs (τ ) − Vi (τ ) − Vj (τ )] ∀(i, τ ) ∈ K × [0, T ] (6)
2
j∈K k∈K s∈K

with
Vi (0) = Ui ∀i ∈ K
and

≤0

(7)

if (k,s)∈Ωij [V(τ )]

φks
ij (τ )

, ∀i, j, k, s ∈ K, with
=0 if (k,s)∈Ω
/ ij [V(τ )]

XX

φks
ij (τ ) = 1,

(8)

k∈K s∈K

where
Ωij [V(τ )] ≡ arg

max

[Vk0 (τ ) + Vs0 (τ ) − Vi (τ ) − Vj (τ )]

(k0 ,s0 )∈Π(i,j)

(9)

The set Ωij [V(τ )] defined in (9) contains all the feasible pairs of post-trade balances that maximize the
joint gain from trade between a bank with i balances and a bank with j balances that is implied by the value
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function V(τ ) at time T − τ . For any pair of banks with balances i and j, φks
ij (τ ) defined in (8) is probability
distribution over the feasible pairs of post-trade balances that maximize the bilateral gain from trade. Thus,
(8) and (9) together describe the pairs of post-trade balances (or equivalently, loan sizes) that may result
from the bilateral bargaining. The Bellman equation described by (6) and (7) has a natural interpretation.
The flow value of a bank that holds balance i at time T − τ , that is, rVi (τ ), consists of the flow return from
holding balance i, that is, ui , minus the flow capital loss associated with the reduction in the remaining time
until the end of the trading session, that is, V̇i (τ ), plus the
at which
counterparties, α,
P rateP
P the bank meets
1 ks
S
times the expected gain from trade to the bank, that is, j∈K k∈K s∈K nj (τ )φjs
(τ
)
ij
2 ij (τ ).
Definition 1: An equilibrium is a path for the distribution of reserve balances, n(τ ), a value function,
V, and a path for the distribution of trading probabilities, φ(τ ), such that, (a) given the value function and
the distribution of trading probabilities, the distribution of balances evolves according to (4); and (b) given
the path for the distribution of balances, the value function satisfies (6) and (7), and the distribution of
trading probabilities satisfies (8).
In quantitative implementations of the theory, one can try to compute equilibrium algorithmically, as
follows. Guess a path of trading probabilities and use it to solve the system of differential equations (4) with
initial condition {nk (T )}k∈K to obtain a path for the distribution of reserve balances. Then substitute the
trading probabilities and distribution of reserves implied by the guess, and solve the system of differential
equations (6) and (7) for the implied value function. Then use this value function and (8) to obtain a
new guess for the path of trading probabilities and continue iterating until the value function has converged.
Instead of following this route, Afonso and Lagos (2015) make a curvature assumption on the vectors{uk }k∈K
and {Uk }k∈K that will allow us to provide an analytical characterization of equilibrium.
Assumption A: ∀i, j ∈ K, the payoff functions satisfy
(DM C) ud(i+j)/2e + ub(i+j)/2c ≤ ui + uj ,
(DM SC) Ud(i+j)/2e + Ub(i+j)/2c ≤ Ui + Uj ,




i+j
i+j
and j =
,
“ >00 unless i =
2
2
where bxc ≡ max{k ∈ Z : k ≤ x} and dxe ≡ min{k ∈ Z : x ≤ k}∀x ∈ R.
Conditions (DMC) and (DMSC) require that {uk }k∈K and {Uk }k∈K satisfy the discrete midpoint concavity
property and the discrete midpoint strict concavity property, respectively. These conditions are the natural
discrete approximations to the notions of midpoint concavity and midpoint strict concavity of ordinary
functions defined on convex sets. Assumption A is reasonable in the context of the fed funds market because
central banks typically do not offer payment schemes that are convex in reserve balances. The following
result provides a full characterization of equilibrium under this assumption.
Proposition 2: Let the payoff functions satisfy Assumption A. Then:
(i) An equilibrium exists, and the equilibrium paths for the maximum attainable payoffs, V(τ ), and the
distribution of reserve balances, n(τ ), are uniquely determined.
(ii) The equilibrium path for the distribution of trading probabilities, φ(τ ) = {φks
ij (τ }i,j,k,s,∈K , is given by
≤0
φks
(τ
)
ij

if (k,s)∈Ω∗
ij

, ∀i, j, k, s ∈ K and ∀τ ∈ [0, T ], with

=0 if (k,s)∈Ω
/ ∗
ij

Ω∗ij =

X

(τ ) = 1, and

(10)

(k,s)∈Ω∗
ij





i+j i+j
2
2



if i+j is even,

  i+j   i+j   i+j   i+j 
2

,

2

,

2

,

2

(11)
if i+j is odd.

Murota (2003) provide detailed information on the midpoint concavity property and the role that it plays
in the modern theory of discrete convex analysis. Let X be a convex subset of Rn ; then a function g : X → R
is midpoint concave if 2g( x+y
2 ) ≥ g(x) + g(y) for all x, y ∈ X. Clearly, if g is concave, it is midpoint concave.
The converse is true provided g is continuous. The equilibrium distribution of trading probabilities (10)
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can be described intuitively as follows. If at any point during the trading session, a bank with balance i
i+j
contacts a bank with balance j, then the post-trade balance is b i+j
2 c for one of the banks and d 2 e for the
other. This property, and the uniqueness of the equilibrium paths for the distribution of reserve balances
and mximum payoffs, hold under Assumption A. With the path for φ(τ ) given by (10) in closed form, the
equilibrium value function, V, is the unique bounded real-valued function that satisfies (6) and (7), and the
path for the distribution of balances, n(τ ), is given by (4) with initial condition {nk (T )}n∈K .
Endogenous Contact Rate
Assume contact rate to be SOMETHING. Contact rate follow the characteristics of bell-shape distribution
with a mean at the middle of the last 2.5 hours of trading session.5
9.0.3

Simulation

Afonso and Lagos (2015) selects time in days. The model is meant to capture trade dynamics in the last
2.5 hours of the daily trading session, so the model sets T = 2.5/24. Their work adopt the following banks’
end-of-day payoffs:
Uk = eer4f (k − k̄0 + Fk )
where
w
w
Fk = maxkw ∈K {F̄ (k w ) − iw
f [k − (k − k̄0 )]} s.t. k − k̄0 ≤ k

with

 r
e
w
 if k̄ + if (k − k̄)
w
r w
c
i k − if (k̄ − k w )
F̄ (k ) =
 fc
−if k̄ + iof k w

if k̄ < k w
if 0 ≤ k < k̄
if k w < 0

The flow payoff to a bank from holding intraday balances is given by
 d
i+ (k − k̄0 )1− if 0 ≤ k − k̄0
uk =
id− (k̄0 − k)1+ if k − k̄0 < 0
The parameterization of the initial distribution of reserve balances, {nk (T )}k∈K , is guided by identifying
nk (T ) in the theory with the empirical proportion of commercial banks whose balances at 4:00 pm are k/k̄
times their average daily reserve requirement over a typical two-week holding period in 2007. The distribution
of average imputed normalized reserve balances across the sample of 134 banks had a mean equal to 3.24.
Afonso and Lagos (2015) translated this distribution so that the mean would match the empirical mean of
the ratio of seasonally adjusted reserves to required reserves of all depository institutions during the second
quarter of 2007, that is, 1.04 as reported in the H.3 Federal Reserve Statistical Release. Let hi denote this
average imputed normalized translated reserve balance for bank i. They let K = {0, ..., 250}, k̄0 = 100, and
P
P249
1
set nk (T ) = 134
i Ihi ∈[k−k̄0 ,k−k̄0 +1] for k = 0, ..., 249, and n250 (T )1 −
k=0 nk (T ). Then they normalize
k̄ = 1, so k can be interpreted as a multiple of the reserve requirement.
Most transactions are settled through Fedwire, and Fedwire does not operate for 2.5 hours 6:30 pm and
9:00 pm, so the settlement lags 4 and 4f are set to 4 = 4f = 2.5/24, which means that banks regard
all loans (to other banks or to the Fed) as being repaid at the beginning of the following working day. The
values of the policy rates id− , id+ , irf , ief , icf , and iof are chosen to mimic policies in the United States during
the second quarter of 2007. The interest rate charged on daylight overdrafts, id− , is set to 0.0036/360. The
interest rate paid on positive intraday balances, id+ , is set to 10−7 /360. The Federal Reserve did not pay
interest on reserves prior to October 2008, so irf = ief = 0. The total per-dollar cost of borrowing from
the discount window is irf = ief = 0. The total per-dollar cost of borrowing from the discount window is
w
w
w
w
iw
represents the pecuniary value of the additional
f = i + P , where i is the window discount rate and P
costs associated with discount window borrowing. The deficiency charge for failing to meet the reserve
requirement is icf = ic + P c , where ic is the overnight interest rate charged on the shortfall and P c represents
5 I have not finished this part yet. I always end up assuming conclusions. The challenge is to assume contact rate to be
something and it has a bell-shape characteristic.
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the pecuniary value of additional penalties that the bank may suffer for failing to meet reserve requirements.
The overnight overdraft penalty rate is iof = io + P o , where io is the interest rate on the overdraft and P o
represents additional penalties resulting from the use of unauthorized overnight credit. The interest rate on
discount window loans under the Primary Credit Facility was 6.25 percent per annum in the second quarter
of 2007, so we set iw = 0.0625/360. The penalty rate charged for reserve deficiencies is 100 basis points
above the Primary Credit Facility discount window lending rate on the first day of the calendar month in
which the deficiency occurred, so we set ic = 0.0725/360. The interest penalty on overnight overdrafts is
400 basis points above the effective fed funds rate. The average daily effective fed funds rate during the
second quarter of 2007 was 5.25 percent per annum, so we set io = 0.0925/360. In the baseline, Afonso and
Lagos (2015) set P c = P o = P w . We calibrate P w and α, so that the equilibrium of the model is consistent
with the following two targets: (a) the fed funds rate during the second quarter of 2007, which was 0.0525
per annum, and (b) the standard deviation of the empirical end-of-day distribution of average normalized
reserve balances (for the two-week holding period used to estimate the initial distribution), which was 0.92.
This calibration strategy implies that P w = 0.0525/360 and α = 1206 .
Afonso and Lagos (2015) Laboratory Result
We take Afonso and Lagos (2015) laboratory results as given (see Graph 94).7 We take Afonso and Lagos
(2015) data as given and assumed original data including initial balance distribution for a million banks
accordingly.
We solve value iteration function, equation (1), and find trading probability, φ, for distribution balance.
Given the initial distribution balance, we can use equation (4), ṅk (τ ) to find the distribution balance at the
next time period, assuming 15-min box plot. We have the replicated standard deviation to be presented in
Graph 95.
Figure 58: This is the balance distribution (left panel) and standard deviation (right panel) from Afonso
and Lagos (2015).

6 Afonso and Lagos (2015) calibrate α such that the two targets about fed funds rate and standard deviation can be satisfied.
The value α = 120 implies that banks have an average of about 12.5 meetings during the trading session, that is, a trading
opportunity every 12 minutes, on average.
7 The left panel describes the intraday evolution of the distribution of reserves by depicting box plots at 15-minute intervals
throughout the trading session of the distribution of normalized reserves generated by the calibrated model and the distribution
of average imputed normalized translated reserves from the data. The right panel of shows that the standard deviation of the
cross-sectional distribution of reserves, both in the model and in the data, falls over time — another indication that the market
is continuously reallocating reserves from banks with larger balances to banks with smaller balances.
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Figure 59: This is our replication of the right panel of Graph 94.

We compare the simulated model and the data. At 4:30PM and 5:15PM, there were two spikes in the
data. We run simulation, in minute plot, to the selected time node and find an alpha so that the standard
deviation match the data. We can complete these actions for the two “spikes” in the data, presented in
Graph 96.
Figure 60: We can chose the time for particular spikes in the data and select contact rates, alphas, to match
the data in the model.

We can apply the same process for all of the time nodes in the data. We can push the entire curve of
standard deviation for the model up to match the curve of standard deviation for the data. To do so, we
will have an endogenous contact rate, α, over time and we plot this path for alpha in Graph 97.
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Figure 61: We can extract all points from data and select contact rates, alphas, to force the model to match
the data. We plot the alpha path over time that suffice this match.

9.0.4

Conclusion

This exercise studies Afonso and Lagos (2015) work on trade dynamics in fed funds market. The work presents
a laboratory environment for higher level studies to under federal fund markets and fund transactions. The
purpose for this exercise is to allow contact rate to be endogenous. Allowing contact rate to change over
time, we have found the exact alpha such that the model can match the data.

10

Everything Behind the Prices

Now we have the understanding of auction market, fundamental analysis, capital market, and macroeconomics. It is time for us to put everything together.
An easier way of thinking can be the following. The return of a security can be explained by a certain
amount of observable factors in the economy. The word observable is important in a way that without such
concept there would be no collectible data. There is indeed another side of a whole new world unobserved
by us yet affecting us, but before we can understand the impossibles we should start by understanding the
possibles. For example, one can claim that the return of security is affected by GDP, Free Cash Flow,
Charts, interest rates, and time. The decision process for him can be expressed abstractly with the following
equation.


r = r L(R, Y ), βi λi , ∂V0 , ∂EM An , i, t

=

The goal for us is to make investment decisions. Hence, the right side of the black box there should be an
output telling us the time and the amount of shares acquired. To have that output, we need to feed the black
box with some input. The input, by the definition of the claim, will be either one or a combination of data
observed by the factors in the equation. Whatever this investor believes, he would then need to understand
what is the marginal change of the results on expected return of a security changing one marginal unit of
each of the factors. In other words, he would have to take derivatives of the equation in respect to some
factor(s). The world, however, is a lot more complicated than that. These factors, observed or unobserved,
are usually correlated with each other at some level some time in the history. This correlation will repeat
some time down the road and will affect the expected return. The investor would then need to worry about
taking one more derivatives based on the correlated factors he could identify, namely chain rule or partial
derivatives in mathematical language.
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(12)

10.1

Money Flow

Based on the understanding that the factors could be correlated in reality, it is therefore important to
understand international money flow, which then will help us to associate potential correlated factors. We
can simplify the world money flow with the following chart.
Instead of a definition, this chart is merely an illustration of directions of potential money flow in a
macro economy point of view. We can see this world to be composed of developed economies and developing
economies in this world. Developed markets can be viewed as capital markets and developing markets can
be viewed as emerging market. The prior would have a equity market of a higher Sharpe Ratio than that
of the latter. The two markets are connected with interest rate, exchange rate, futures market, and foreign
trade policies.
Figure 62:

How do we interpret that? Imagine the world of different markets to be a giant pool of water, the Pacific
Ocean for example. A more developed and more mature player in this pool is probably a lot bigger in size
and a lot more powerful in any measurements than the rest. This is like a massive whale. Wherever a whale
swims, there will be huge waves of water flowing around. The other side of the system, there are also sharks.
These players are smaller in size yet can still cause some change in the market.
A group of institutions like Morgan Stanely and BlackRock dumping billions of dollars into China equity
market can be a major movement of global money flow. A hedge fund manager like Ray Dalio investing
couple billion dollars in Brazilian economy can be like a giant shark, a Megalodon if you will. After the
movement is formed and the news is spread, there are even smaller players, like piranhas swimming back
and forth around the preys for opportunities.
The size of the metaphors can be the amount of assets under management by these players. The bigger
the assets are, the less liquid actions tend to be. The smaller the assets are, the more active the actions tend
to be.
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10.2

Real FF3

The most discussed and famous pricing model are add-ons of CAPM. We had Fama-French 3-factor model
and a Fama-French 5-factor in 2013. Goldman Sachs is even trying to do a 20-factor model. Indeed, the
approach of understanding the uncertainties is to test theories with model. However, blindly adding on what
we have just to prove research abilities is not enough, certainly not realistic.
As the graph shown below, the inner emotions for humans to develop these factors and act on these
factors are greed and fear. There is no persuasive and consistent statistical approach to quantify greed and
fear, but one cannot deny the fact that these two factors are affecting us to make the final decisions. In other
words, these are the ultimate factors make us pull the trigger and should be considered to be correlated to
all factors at present and in the future (if there is a new model developed).
Take FF3 for an example, the equation explained, empirically, that the expected return of a security is
explained by three major factors, market premium, small-minus-big, and high-minus-low.
ri = β1 M KT + β2 SM B + β3 HM L

(13)

For an investor to make sound investment decisions, he needs to look at the marginal change to see, all
else equal, how the return changes if one factor changes marginally. However, we have just established that
all these factors are based on inner emotions Greed and Fear. If we call market premium, small-minus-big,
and high-minus-low to be F1 , F2 , and F3 respectively, we will have the following mathematical relation:
ri = β1 F1 + β2 F2 + β3 F3
take gradient of expected return in respective of Greed and Fear


∂F2
∂F3
∂F1
∂F2
∂F3
∂F1
+ β2
+ β3
, β1
+ β2
+ β3
∇(ri ) = β1
∂Greed
∂Greed
∂Greed
∂F ear
∂F ear
∂F ear

(14)

The interpretation of the equation is present in the following chart. The expected return is dependent
on a certain amount of factors, assuming that we have collectible data to establish some kind of quantitative
approach. There is also the unobservable aspect of the world - inner human emotions - greed and fear, in
which affecting the factors as well.
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Figure 63: This graph shows the relationship between expected return, different factors, and Greed and Fear.
The arrow points to a factor such that the origin of the arrow depends on.
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